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P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
--ooOoo--
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: The Chair declnres it is 9:30; I have 
the gavel. 
I have a s t atement to r ead and also some introductions. 
, Let me start with my opening statement. 
Good morning and welc ome to all of you here. I'll open 
1
1 my remarks by 
j1 California . 
sdying we do not have an unemployment problem in 
Of course, J expected to hear groans from the audience 
on thnt remark. 
I 
I know you have been told that time and time 
i ugain, that California does not have an unemployment problem. 
Well, we may not have an unemploym~nt problE-m in 
CaJifornia, but we certainly have on~ in Imperial County and all 
along the California-Mexico border. I know that unemploym~nt in 
II Imperia 1 County i s running around 3 0 pP.rcent. In San Ysidro, the 
1 
!
figure is slightly smaller, but unemployment must still be I 
~ running two or three times the statE> rate. We will hear more j 
Jabout the actnal numbers from representatives uf the StatP I· 
Department of Employn ent Development. The EDD offic.;ials \'Till 
~ help us undeLstand the scope of the problem. 
\ We know the high rate of unemployment is not caused by 
- 1 
The Stnte Department of c·ommerce has poured thousands of dollars 
25 into the Imperia l Valley with mixed results. Unfortunately, Alan 
26 Gianini from thP Office of Local Development was not able to 
27 at t end today's hearing. Howev~r, he did submit written testimony 
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2 
that we will be g l ad to share with you, and of cou rse that will 
be part of the public record. 
Pub l ic and private agencies throughout Imperia l County 
are dedicated to attracting business and industry. Again, t hey 
have met with limited success. 
Today we will examine the s cope of the problem, hear 
what efforts have been made in the past and look for creative 
ideas for future approaches. I know that many of you in the 
audience are thinking, "Here we go again. We h ave heard it a ll 
before." 
I hope that today's hearing wi l l not be just an exercise 
in repeating what has been said before. I h ope that we can 
arrive at some innovative ideas for programs to he l p t he border 
region. 
Before I call on my first witness, I am very honored and 
privileged to serve with a very distinguished l ady in th~ Senate 
1 who represents a good chunk of the real estate in California . I 
~~ don't know where her district begins. I know it begins in Orange , 
l1 County, covers San Diego, and comes all the way to Imperia l 
II li Valley, and she has even a chunk of Long Beach. So, where t h a t 
I\ begins and ends I don't know, but I am very privi l eged to serve 
II with a very distinguished Senator, your Senator from this area , 
I 
23 Honorable Marian Bergeson. ---'- _ 
24 The Sergeants-at-Arms are: Ken Johnson is somewhere 
25 
26 
27 
28 
guarding the gate over there; and here is John Bristow to my 
,I 
I left. Evelyn Mizak is our court r .'eporter; and the Consultant t o 
I this Committee is Johnnie Lou Rosas. 
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Now, with ~11 that, let me introduce our first witness, 
Robert Schrage, Employment Data and Research, Californiu 
Employmen t Development Department. 
Excuse me, I should have asked, Senator Bergeson, if you 
have any opening statement? 
SENATOR BERGESON: I'd likP. to thank Senator Dedd~h for 
offering the opportunity of holdillg this hearing. I think it.'s a 
wonderful opportunity for all of us to have an exchange, 
communication, to let you know that Sacramento does want to hear 
your views. Of course, many of you I have had the opportunity of 
knowing, and I appr~ciate very much being able to s~rve you, but 
I think it certn i nly is very remarkable that we ure holding the 
hearing here. 
I thank Senator Deddeh very much for the court~sy. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you, Senator Bergeson. 
Also let me add, for those of you who are not familiar 
with what this Comm1tt~e is, this not a Standing Gommittee of tLe , 
State Senate. It's a Select Committee, a special committee, tq 
look into border issues, drug trafficking and contraband. 
Yesterday we held a hearing in San Ysidro dealing with 
drug trafficking, and as a result of that hearing and the one 
before, I will be drafting legislation to try to correct the 
_ prob_lem that we tan·· in that particular area, and Senator 
Bergeson will be our Senate Principal co-author, and Assemblyman 
Peace, also your Assemblyman, will be t.he Assembly person to 
co-author it. 
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I hope and pray today that as a result of what you're 
going to hear, working with you, and hel ping me, helping Senator 
Bergeson and Assemblyma n Peace, we can also have legis l a t ion, if 
legislation i s needed. Maybe we can put something i n legislation 
to try to alleviate the problems that you face. Your probl em is 
not your problem . It ' s a problem for the state; a problem for 
1 all of us. 
With that, Mr. Schrage , please b~gin. 
MR. SCHRAGE: Chairman Deddeh and Committee Members , I 
am Robert Schrage. I'm representing the Employment Data and 
Research Division of the California Employment Development 
\ Department as Research Manager of the Southern California Office. 
\ With me is Jack Nowell, Labor Market Analyst for 
Imperial and San Diego Counties, and separately representatives 
of the Operations Branch of EDD will speak. 
I am responsible for 15 southernmost counties in the 
I: state. Our 
1
1 employment, 
office calculates the monthly labor force, 
unemployment, and unemployment rates in the 15 
I 
counties as part of the statewide and national system. 
In addition, we estimate industry and occupationa l 
. trends and project growth over the near term. We provide a 
I· 
! variety of labor market information and technical assistance to 
1 
service ana training prov1ders, sue as serv1ce e 1very areas, ~---­
!/ private industry councils, GAIN, JTPA, vocational rehabi li tation, 
edu~ational institutions, the media, and the general pu b l ic . 
Imperial County is the ninth largest Californ i a county 
I in size, and 30th largest in population. 
I 
It is one o f t he most 
productive agricultural counties in the United Stat es. 
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I would like to present some historical informati011 on 
labor force and unemployment trends for Imperial Count.y over the 
past five years, a period roughly related to the devaluation of 
the Mexican peso. This is important because of the proximity of 
Imperial County to the Mexican border, and the flow of do.J.lars, 
goods and people across the borders. 
Government agencies use two methods of calculating 
employment: one called "civilian employment", which is a count 
of the number ot county residents employed; and the other is 
called "total wage and salary employment", which is a count of 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the number of jobs in all firms in the county. These two sets of I 
nuntbers rarely match. 
However, both sets of numbers used to measure employment 
indicate that Imperial County lost about 2,000 jobs between 1982 
and 1983. Even though there has been modest growth since 19R3, 
employment remains below the 1982 figures. 
The industry most impacted was retail trade, with a loss 
of 550 jobs between 1982 and 1983. Agriculture, incidentally, 
held its own in 1983. Between 1983 and 1985_, agriculture los~ 
3450 jobs. Nonagricultural jobs began rebounding, but not enough 
to compensate for these large losses. 
In 1986, there was a slight overall improvement in 
employment growth will continue through 1987 and 1988. 
The unemployment rate is the number of county residents 
unemployed as a percentage of the county's resident labor force. 
In 1986, the Imperial County n1onthly unemployment rate 
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v a r i ed from a low of 18.6 percent ~o a high of 29 . 9 percent , with ' 
an annual average of 23.9 pe r cent. 
For comparison, the s t atewide annual averag~ for 1986 
was 6.7 percent. 
The reasons for the h i gh unemployment appear to be: 
one, unevenness in agricul tural employment, which l eads to 
seasonal or annua l unemploymen t ; two, peso devaluation which 
affected some industries, notab l y retail trade ; t h ree, the lack 
of a broad goods-producing sector, even though Imperial County is 1 
one of the l argest agricultural produc~rs in the cou ntry; four, 
the lack of expected growth in tourism through the development of 
the Salton Sea; and five, the uncertainty with the steam 
generation p l ant in Heber, even though the employment numbers are 
smaller. 
One of the issues in the use of numbers of calculated 
direction and growth, and everything else, is that it's a lot 
easier for us to be accurate with our numbers and more sensible 
jn our interpretations of past numbers. It is much more 
1\ difficult to project future numbers with any accuracy. However, 
il there has been a long-term trend in employment, both in 
~~~ Cali fornia and in Imperial County, that has been upward . Th~s 
I was interrupted in 1982, and it has taken a period of four or 
five years to rebound. So, there is a counter-tren 
overall upward trend, and it appears that the upward t r end in 
Imperial County is beginning to t ake place. However, we are 
faced with numbers that, as the Committee Chairman said before, 
are much higher unemployment than the rest of the s~ate. 
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<.' HA l RMAN DEDDEH: The bj gqF~ H t impact UlJO rl you was the 
devaluation of t he peso, because we fel t it in San Ysid r o very 
stronq ly ; just like an ear t hquake. It impacted a great deal of 
people, and now they are slowly recovering. But still in Sa n 
Ysidro, things are not as bad as they are here. 
What do you foresee that is going to change the 
situatjon? What businesses, what growth, what development that 
might take place that would alleviate this problem? Do you 
foresee any? 
MR. SCHRAGE : Well, t hey wou l d have to be -- one of the 
problems has t0 do with the effect of agriculture having such an 
impact, so that whilP. the numbers of people working in 
agriculture in Imperial County may be the same as in other 
agricultural counties in the United States -- and we're talking 
numbers that vary between 9-15,000 peopl~ -- for Imperial County 
that impact is great. 
So , I would say first it would have to be 
diversification beyond agriculture, b~cause even agricul t ure is 
somewhat sensitjve to the devaluation in terms ot - -
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: In 19A2-83, if I've got your figures 
right , I th i nk you said that agr i culture lost about 350 jobs. 
MR. SCHRAGE: In 1982-83 , it actually held its own. It · 
Th ere was a delay in the impact; there was a delay. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: That's a heavy percentage, that 3450. 
MR. SCHRAGE: Sure, and so I would say there would have 
to be a r eas of diversification, 0f other goods-producing sec t ors. 
I 
I. 
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1: 
\. Obv i ous l y there are areas that are small, such as mining. Th ~ 
1
1 geothermal plant is small: gold mining t hat exists. That i f 
some t hing, you know, would change the status of those p r oducts 
more wholesale trade, which again has been rather uneven i n 
I recent years~ it's not as impacted as retai l trade a nd more 
development in a variety of areas . The Sa l ton Sea is an issue 
which I think the local community can address, bu t i t cer t ainly 
is a possibility. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Senator Bergeson . 
SENATOR BERGESON: Do you see any impact, or foresee any 
impact, either positive or negative, as a result of the federa l 
1 
immigration changes? 
l1 MR. SCHRAGE: That ' s a good ques t ion. I did at t end a 
I hearing last week in Los Angeles that had to do with that . 
I l We have done surveys in respect to the garment industry 
'I ~ and in respect to a few other industries . What we found ver~ 
II 
specifically with the garment industry was that four out of 32 
\ employers t hat we surveyed -- we're doing another survey this 
I week -- sa i d that there was an impact. That got quoted i n the 
~ local Los Angeles Times as saying there is no impact . However , 
:i 
I
' the impact may not be as great as some people are saying , but 
1
11 il there is some impact. 
I SENATOR B~~·u~ov 
There is no question about it. 
agricultural labor? 
MR. SCHRAGE: Possibly not as much in agriculture as in 
some othe~ industries. Possibly not. And again, there are some 
I differences with migrant worker statuses and so forth thut Lake 
1 place. 
li 
I 
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SENA'l'O f< HhHGJ:~oN: 1 ~; 1! 11 ·n· a potc~ntia l fnr j n,p .-.rti.r . ~r 
f u ture econmll ic deve lc,pment projects as a resu 1 t of that , ba}· , 
~. part icularly dealing with tourism and these sorts of things? 
MR. SCH:k.AGE: Again, my mind is not madE:~ up . 'J'b e·re is a 
pot ential, and again, we surveyed 32 employers. We're going to 
try to go for about 60 or 70 employer~ thi~ week, and then we ' re 
going to hav~ a third impact, you know, with large number of 
employers ill another month. 
So, you know, there's my judgment or my guess, and then 
it's what en~loyers are saying. We hope we don't influence by 
the questionH that we give them. 
There are market forces that are taking place. And 
certainly 1.1 th~re's a la.w that has some effect with employees' 
attempts to finrl work because there's no fear from their point of 
view of being rhecked on, or there's no fear from the employer's 
I ~oint of view that they will be checked on or violate a law, then 
1 undoubtedly the r e is intuitively an effect, an impact. 
I 
But the second question i~, do the industry forces show 
in real terms, six months or a year later, whether the numbers 
hav~ cha nged, aro whether people are stopping to cro~s · borders, 
01 whatever, to find employment? That's just a guess. I don ' t 
know. 
23~ __________ S_E_N_A_T_OR BERGESON: Than 
24 CHAIRMAN DEDDEh: 1<'1 urn '8 2-8 3 u.nti 1 now, and this is 'P. 7 
25 now, the end c f it, the overall unemployment percentage in this 
26 c ounty wa~ the highest in. the state, J believe, and it's still 
v curtently at 29 or 30 percent and ~o on. 
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MR. SCHRAGE: Right. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Let ' s take '83-87, that ' s a good four 
years, going into '85. 
What plans do you have in p l ace as t he s t ate government 
to come to the aid of a county that ' s s tric k en by a disaster, a 
serious disaster? Do you have any plans in p l ace , any programs 
in place, to help the business community, the p eopl e of th i s 
county? 
MR. SCHRAGE : From the poi nt of view of operations, I 
will deter to my colleague i n t he Operations Branch. 
From the point of view as a research entity, we 
certainly provide not just numbers, but other fornts of technical 
assistance to the employer community, to the service delivery 
areas, to the unions and so forth, to, you know, to find out the 
effect or effectiveness of other programs that exist. 
My particular agency i s not, you know, is not funded for 
I 
1 
that type of program at all. 
I· 
i CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Isn't it your responsibili~y? Don ' t 
I 
lj you think that EDD should develop some plan to come to the a i d of , 
I a county or any community that has experienced such a disas t er 
over a period of four or five years? God knows how long more 
i 
I 
I
I this unemp l oyment's going to be he r e. 
Senator Bergeson a~n~d~I~J~u~s~t~c~a~m~e~,~~~~~~"'~Pk~~----
days ago, from going to Sacramento to vote a couple hundred 
! million dollars or more for a d i saster in Los Angeles. We're 
1 sorry that that happened in Los Angeles, but we were happy t o 
,I 
j' provide that money. We do provide money for floods, fires, and 
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so on. But that ' s a disaster i n different form. Nohody would 
like to experiP.ncP. that. 
But t:b 1 s one here -- thank God they don ' t have an 
earthquake, and no fire, no f l ood -- but they have a problem, a 
I 
I 
serious problem. 
Why isn' t somP-hody s omewhere in government saying , "vi~ 
11 uU<Jht to do something about it " ? 
I MP.. ~;CHHAGJ::: : Okay, it would be presumptuous of me to I Rpeak for a department that is mandated by feder~l law to collect 
! certain kind of data. We, as far as I'm concerned, just say that 
I 
proqrams ought to ta¥-e> place. 
1 
CPrt.ainly t .hi11gs ought to be done. Certainly thP-re j s a 
~ problem. There are people that are underemployed as well as 
II unemployed. 
~ Obviously an avenue would by city, county, state and 
~ federal government. 
II 
Rut I have no impact on thoFe decisions. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: 
MR. SCHRAGE: Sure. 
CHAIRMAt-. DEDDFH: Our next witness i9 I-1r· . Ban}: 
r Hernandez, District Administra~ or, Ca l ifornia ErnploymPn t 
Development Department. 
MR. HERNANDEZ: Good 1110rn ing. My name is Hank 
Development Depart:mf'nt., commonly called EDD. f.lfy areas of 
administration are> the F.DD offices in Riverside County and 
Imperia l Cuunty. 
12 
In Imperial County, we have two EDD offices: El Centro 
2 and Calexico . With me this mor ning is the Manage r of b oth o f 
3 
those offices, Mr. Angel Somera, and hopefully h e can h e lp me on 
4 some of the questions that might be forthcomi ng . 
5 
All you know, EDD administers programs tha t he l p 
6 workers, such as Disability I nsur ance, Unemploymen t I nsurance, 
7 and the Job Service. We also col l ect employer payroll t axes and 
8 oversee the administration of the Job Training Partnersh i p Act. 
9 As an agency that is directly affected by the employment 
10 and unemployment of California's workers, we share your concerns 
11 regarding the high unemployment in Imperial County. The a l most 
12 
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24 The largest empl oyer population in the County is 
25 agriculture, with 536 employers employing approximately 1 1 ,200 
26 
27 
I workers during the year. 
I Mr . Hernandez, just one question. CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: 
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Mexicali, they du that b~c8tJ Se it is cheaper to live over Lher~~ 
or are t.IH~re some other reasons? 
fi~P. PFPNANDEZ: It's my understanding ·t hat. they're 
Mexican Nationaln, the vast majority. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: But when we are talking about th t 
1 issue we're raising here _, unempJ nyment for our American c j t i zens 
oi thif~ County, de tl:ey also 1 i ve acrPss the boru.er ·t 
MR. HERNANDEZ: I don't know if they live across th~ 
1 border. 
I 
CHl\IHl1Ah l.JELDEH: All right. 
l\1R. HEP.NANDEZ: While agriculture accounts for 2.8 
j percent of all jobs statewide, in I~perial County approxim~tely 
I 32 pPrcent of all jobs are held in agr1culture. 
I 
II The second largest Pmploycr in the County is government, 
II which has over 8, 000 employees representing 22.8 percent of the 
Ill total labor forcP. 
~ 
,,. 
agriculture reJHtes to the seasonality of the industry. When 
One of the results of high percentage of workers in 
' preharvest anu h ;nvEst dn t :i es beg in, roughly about mi.d -SepttmLer, I 
~hou~~nds nf workers are needed. 1-r.d \lhen these activities e:nd 
som~time in July or August, thousands are laid off. Prior to 
I 
I 
i 
I 
1974, these thcLsDnds of la1d-of 
I 
.farm worke.z:.s__hG&d tc migril~f? ·to--r 
other aren. s in o:roer to find jobs to sustain themselves anc'l their i 
' 
-f . , . _.ar:tl.J..1es. I·t was co~on practice ivr workers c3nd their families ! 
t.o go, quote, "up north" to wnrk. In s<.,me cases this meant 
' 
I 
taking clnlC. rcr cut pf s c hool so the fawily could start working 
in whatever crops were h~inq harvested in Central ~~J i forni~. 
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However, in 1974 , the trad i tional migratory pattern s for 
farm workers changed when they became covered under the 
Unemployment Insurance Program. No longer were tarm workers 
required to migrate to other areas to find work. When the 
agriculture season was over, laid-off farm workers who had earned 
sufficient weeks to qualify could receive Unemp l oyment Insurance 
benefits, the same as workers in other industries, and wait unt i l 
the next agricultural season began. Instead of thousands of 
workers leaving Imperial County, we now had thousands of 
unemployed workers remaining in Imperial County, which raised the 
unemployment rate. 
Obviously, agriculture is the life blood of I mper i al 
County, and anything that happens to this industry affects 
everyone in the County. As you are aware, the agricultural 
industry all across the United States has been having a rough 
1! time. 
,I 
The farmers and ranchers in Imperial County are no 
1
1 exception. Many farmers have sought ways to cut the i r operating 
I !' costs. Some farmers have turned to mechanizat ion or have 
I 
II switched to crops 
I 
jl hay and. a l falfa. 
that require very l itt l e hand l abor , s u ch as 
J These and other factors cited by Mr. Sch rage from ED&R 
I I have reduced the demands for workers in I mper i a l County and have 
j contributed to t e e. 
J Because a county which is dependent on a single industry 
j can be adversely affected by a downturn in that industry, it 
:· becomes important to seek expansion of Imperial County's 
industria l base as a means of providing employment and reducing 
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unemployment. Efforts to attract new industries are currently 
being made by t he Imperial County Board of Supervisors, with 
sup~ort from the Private Indust~y Council (the PIC) , and the 
Regional Economic DevelopmPnt, Incorporat~d (RED!). EDD supports 
these efforts ~nd participates in both the PIC and RED! . 
One issue that should be considered in plannin~ 
in~ustrial expe~sion in Imperial County is the wages offered by 
any new industry. Because the cost of living iz1 Imperial County 
in higher than that of Mexicali, wages offered must be high 
enouqh to support resident workers. Paying low wages will only 
attract nonresident workers from Mexicali, which may not 
alleviate the unemployme~t problems in Imperial Cnunty. 
Further, since 1982, the peso's devaluation ha~ 
amplified C;)J e:>:.ico' s dependence on consumers from l-1exic?.li. 
i 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Furthf::r devaluation may put consumer goods out of the price range 1 
I of Me~~cali shoppers and force retail employers to lay off more 
II
. \r.1C'rkc~ r s. 
~gai~, attracting new industry th~L is not affected by 
! 
tbe devaluation l)f the peso should help to reduce some of these 
I 
i 
I 
I. 
I 
i .I 
I 
I 
I
I adverse effects. However, we should be mindful of the inter· i · 
! 
Jjl dependencies of t h e two economieb. ! 
I 'J'.broughout this presentation, I have mentioned expanding I 
I 
------s2f';\3,------ ial--Count.y : e 1r:G-u-s-t~al base, and I have mentioned that the 
24 
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26 
1
1 County Board of Supervisors, the local PIC and REDI have taken 
1 Inajor s~Pps to bring new industry to the county. EDD is proud to 
I 
j be d part of their effort and is ready to offer its assistance in 
27 this endeav0r. We are prepared to recruit, screen, and n,ft''l. 
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il 
II 
1\ qua l if i ed workers to employers who need our services, and we also 1 
j offer -- we also refer job seekers to training progra.ms operat ed 
I 
'i by the local PIC. 
I I At the present time, al l j ob orders in El Centro and 
I Calexico are shared via computer terminals with offices in Pa l m 
j springs, Bl yth, and Indio. In the future, EDD offices t h roughout ' 
~ California will have the capabi l ity of sharing a l l job o rders , 
and will even be able to match the qualification of appl ican t s 
I with the job descriptions on job orders. Our automated sys t em 
1 will speed up the process of finding applicants for jobs a nd add 
I a new dimension to the services EDD provides to the people of 
I
ll Imperial County and California. 
Thank you. 
~~ I CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Senator Bergeson has a quP.stion. 
I, 
jl SENATOR BERGESON: Yes. 
II Just to pursue a bit, Mr. Hernandez, some of the 
I 
t questions that Senator Deddeh was pursuing dealing with high 
~ unemployment as a result of those that are not residing within 
the United States boundaries, has there been -- s i nce the efforts 
of Sacramento have been to provide for the GAIN Program - - has 
il there been a correlation in trying to provide, perhaps, for other ' 
1\ jub opportunities for those during the t .ime that the unemployment 
jwould be apparent because of agricultural purposes? 
I MR. HERNANDEZ: Well, the GAIN Program is scheduled to 
begin sometime in --
I' l SENATOR BERGESON: 
li 
j! those programs. 
I'm ta l king about preparations for 
17 
Tv'!~ . PP.f!Nl\NDE Z : '!:'reparations ·? Ot h el Lhun t.lH' f und s that 
2 h <'~ve been given t o this colw t y tc; OlJc;ratE..' the Job Training 
3 Partnershi~ Funds, nnd other funds that will be talked about 
4 later, as far as funding to support the local indtts try thct'b 
5 here u.lr~ady, I ' m not aware of any. 
6 SENATOR BERGESON: I guPSR my point - ~ that since the 
7 highes L portionr perhaps, of your unemployment is that portion 
8 related to agriculture, at least I gathered that from your 
9 remarks, I presume that also there would be a greater impact also 
10 nn Rerv1ceb ~s ~ result of that. 
II So, I t.hink my queFtion is whether or not t .he r.Aitl 
12 Program really wr:uld be of any advantage to the Vallty in 
13 providing for, :::uy, ct response to unemployment, with vo~ational 
14 tr2i~ing and ~11 the other services that we're trying to provi4e, 
15 to get people on payroll status? 
16 r.a~. liERt-..IANDEZ: Well 1 I think, i :[ I understand you 
17 right, one of the points certainly ver}· much a factor in this 
18 GAIN Program if you' r e do j ng truining 1s that there has to b~ 
19 some jobs ior Lhe pcoplt:-> to get employed, and certainly to ge-L 
20 employed at c1 hir.rh (~ nnuqh rate where it wouln at lPetHt mee:L Lhe1r 
21 
22 
I' Welfare grant. I SENATO~ RERGFS~· I guess i t ties into t-ht:• question 1 
2 a skin as far al ~ rnmigration changes, becett$ 1 
24 ~ S.:!y, if we were to take the agr icultural workers, which are here 
25 
26 
27 
28 
I 
II 
II 
I ~ 
~ 
by virtue o f h c:i r~ c; ir. a certain classification, and then try to 
work thosA i n t-c . o t he r vo~at 1 ons such as hotels, and so forth, 
would we then have a problelli bLcausp o f those newcomers that 
wo ul.cl bE: corr. i n0 acroc;s the bordP r ? 
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MR. HERNANDEZ: Yes, you wou ld have a prob l em . That' s 
I 
1
1 
what we're 
where they can support the people who live here, not the ones who 
saying . Wages are going t o have to be high enough to 
come across the border. 
The other thing is -- it goes way beyond my purview 
I is that, you know, do you set up something where the local 
workers have priority. The workers coming in from Mexico are 
I 
Green Card holders and people with lega l right to work. 
SENATOR BERGESON: My concern is that programs that 
!we're addressing are really not going to solve your prob l ems here 
l as far as the approach to programs that will move people into 
various other job classifications, not being with the federal 
II immigration. 
1
1 MR. HERNANDEZ: I don't know. That's getting i nto an 
li area that I wouldn't know. I think there's a lot of opinions on 
il 
f that. 
SENATOR BERGESON: I think we need to determine some 
1
1 way, in addressing the high unemployment, and as much as that is 
I the result of agriculture, and so whether it's a reciprocity with 
I 
I 
other counties, as perhaps in Riverside, whether there wou l d be 
an opportun i ty to move from one cr~p to another within a certain 
region to provide employment in the way we don't have as much of 
a drain. 
MR . HERNANDEZ: In the Coachella Val l ey in R iversid~ 
there is always a turnover in the hospitality 
!County, which 
! shortage, but 
is Palm Springs-Indio, there's a shor t age - - not a 
27 industry. But to do that -- and the people who liv~ i~ that 
28 
19 
~ r e ;1, th~ cost of livin g 1s ve r y hiqh, sn thA workers can only 
2 
\,.·(,rk fc ·r ?. while, then they have to either move on or follow the 
crops, o r whatever , where the housing c osts are less. 
4 
So, yes, I hear what you're saying. I don't know the 
5 
answer . 
6 
SENATOR BERGESON: But it does place a greater burden on 
7 
Imperial County - -
8 
MR. HERNANDEZ: Oh, yes. 
9 
SENATOR BERGESON: -·· and that is the problem we're 
10 
t ryifig to address. 
II 
MR. HERNANDEZ: Yes . 
12 Thank ~ ' cu. 
13 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you, l-11. Hernandez. 
14 Our next witness will be Mr. Torn DuBose, President, 
IS Hec:;icnal I::conornic Development, Inc., El Centro. 
16 
Is Mr. Torn DuBose here? 
17 J. i\.::..:!. 1· .i.yht, our next witness then is r.1r. Ricardo 
'I ~ Volenzuela, Administrative Finauc i a_ Analyst, Heber Utility 
' Djctrict . 
I· Is Mr. Valenzue l a here? 
I 
18 
19 
20 
2 1 Bow abcut Va l Bl ume, Chairwoman, Board of Superv i sors? 
22 I !'~ slw here? 
---- ~ 
24 
1
1 ahead of 
25 FFOM 'T'H:F; ATJDI..-;;NCE (fvlH. FERNANDO SAGAN) : Wouldn't it he 
26 I possible to address some of lhe remarks that were made by FDD , 
27 J sincr~ there's some re.ople that arP wissing, J.nstead of waiting 
28 until the end of the pLogram? 
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. CHAIRMAN DEDDEH : There will be a chance to ask those 
11 . h d f h )quest1ons at t e en o t e program. 
II MR. SAGAN: But not right. now? 
I CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I think we ' can take advantage o £ t his 
time. We have about three or four minutes, if that's what you 
want to do. 1 want to stick by the schedule as religiously as 
possible. 
MR. SAGAN: I would just l ike to ask three quest i ons. 
li 
i CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: If they are very quick questions, 
!please step forward, and for the record, identify yourself . 
' MR. SAGAN: 
~ Chairman of the Tricounty Economic Development Federation. 
My name is Fernando Sagan, and I'm the 
The two questions that I have are, I see where the EDD 
!I failed to ,, mention that the displaced workers because of the PIC 
)I program. That was never brought up, and it was 3400 jobs between 
1983 and '84. 
Imperial County has about 500,000 acres, and c l ose to 
II 
l ubout 80,000 acres were put into the PIC program. That ' s one of 
l th~ reasons that we had-- that made displaced workers. 
il 
I, 
I 
The other thing is that -- the other question would be 
! that he says that workers from Mexico-- to the fact is that in 
I 
;j Brawl ey, for instance, the unemployment rate is over 40 percent . 
23 
1
And the reason is because the EDD does not mon1tor 
24 contractors which bring workers from Mexico into Imperia Cou nty , 
li 
25 ~ aitd since the local s are not will i ng to pay to get the job, a nd 
26 
1 the 
II 
pay -- I 'm ta l king about $2-4 a day. 
27 
ii 
CHAIRMAN DFDOEH : For an hour? 
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MR. SAGAN : No, a day. 
~orkers from Mexico, when they're loaded in the bus, pay 
1 the contractor or the foreman between $2-4 to get on the bus to 
1 go to work. Locals from the Volley are not willing to pay the 
$2-4; they're not w1lling to buy beer at the fields; they're not 
willing to buy sodas at the fields. 
Those -- I think EDD should address those things. They 
should monitor the contractors and especially t~e foreman, that 
th~y're taking advantage of the people, the people from Mexico, 
since the aollar is worth 1650 pesos per dollar, that they can 
afford well to pay $2-4 mordida. That's what it amounts tu. 
Those figures that you have of the unemployment rate, 
those are peoplt that have been employed in the past, but there's 
some people that haven't been employed for the last 4-5 years. 
When you quote those figures of 29 percent and 23 throughout the 
J year, that does not include those people that have never gotten a 
job, especially youth that are 18 or 20 years old that have never 
18 worked. Those figure s do not come in those unemployment figures. 
19 Those are the three questions that I had. I have more, 
20 but --
21 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Somebody from EDD want to answer? 
22 This is not a debate. He asked questions, so I'd like to have 
3 somebody from EDD answer them, if anybody ieels that they can or 
24 should. 
25 1'1R. SCHRAGE: I' 11 just address the thitd one in terms 
26 · of t.he numbers. 
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It is true that t h e unempl oyed basically inc udes t hose 
who eith~r are receiving benefits , who go into a job o f fi c e and 
are looking for work and so forth. And there is a category known 
as "discouraged worker" who somehow drops out of the system. 
We don't know how to estimat e it. I would say that the 
number in the United States is certain l y in the h undreds of 
thousands , if not in the millions . 
!I 
And of people who just aren' t i n the system becau se 
I' I they've given up looking for work, basically the age is roughly 
1 
17, depending on whether someone i s in high school , or if t hey 
II 
'I 
II 
fl 
II 
I II 
!i 
II 
II 
;j 
il 
li 
I! 
.I q 
II 
II 
il 
drop out of high school and they're working it's 16, and t hey 
would be included in unemployment figures. And therefore, when 
they lose their job and collect benefits, they're considered as 
unemployed. 
But to the degree that some people might drop their 
ident.i ties, drop out of high school, go from community to 
community, not really find active work, the United States does 
have hundreds of thousands to possibly millions of people that 
are included. So, it's a problem in Imperial, but it ' s a l so a 
problem nationally in terms of the accuracy of the numbers. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH : From your own professiona way of 
deciding who is unemployed, it's only when somebody starts 
~ collecting Unemployment Insurance; is that right? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
;I 
Ml<.. SCHRAGE: Unemployment either means that they are 
!
'I collecting benefits or they are looking for -- or seeking 
employment. And there are people who are in this other category. 
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CPAJRJ.I.-lAN DEDDEH: Mr. Sagan was saying there are pPople 
who have not been employed at ull for the last four or iive 
years. How do we classify them? 
MR. SCHRAGE: If they're not on some type of relief, or 
they're not on some type of system, then it ' s conceivable they 
have not hP.en counted. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: When you give us an estimate of 30 
percent as a ballpark figure, we're talking only about those who 
are, a, seeking P.mployment; b, getting Unemployment Insurance; 
and c, on reli~f. These are officially documented unemployed 
people? 
MR. SCHRAGE: Right, right. But that's national, so I 
agree that the numb~rs are higher in Imperial, they're higher 
elsewhere. How t.hey estimate those numbers are, they're 
occafiionally done through surveys, and actually we do those kinds 
of ~urveys, what we call a CPS -- I won't get into ~t technically 
but we do household surveys nationally and in Californi~. And 
J we do ask people such questions, and so we do monitor. We have a 
18 1 
19 
20 
21 
22 
I ~recess called "benchmarking" once a year, where we change the 
figures, and we try to take the reaJ.ity which is out there with 
the numbers of people who are in the categories you m~ntioned. 
We do that once a year. 
-------i2B3<-l!-----__._.B.AIBMAN DEDDEH: All---r----i-'3ht; . -~-
24 I'll go back to Tom DuBose, if you are here. Jt'r.; ~en 
25 after 10:00. 
26 Is the Mayor here? Let me take this oppor t unity, 
n Mr. Mayor, to person~lly thank you for allowing us to hold thl& 
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, hearing r ight here in your city. I wa nt to ex t end t he t hanks and 1 
~ the gratitude of the Senate, and especially of my colleague 
1:. Senator Bergeson, myse l f, and Assemblyman Steve Peace, who would 
J have been with us i f he could have been here. Thank you very 
I 
I 
tl 
'j 
much, Mr. Mayor . 
MAYOR TORRES: Thank you . 
On behal f of the Ci ty, we want to welcome you, and 
I 
I 
hopefully out of th i s workshop something will be done. 
!, CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you. 
II 
'II 
li 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
10:45. 
All right, our b r eak was supposed to b e f rom 10 : 40 to 
We'll take a five-minute break right now . 
(Thereupon a brief recess was taken .) 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Let's ca l l the hear i ng back to order. 
Mr. DuBose is not here, so we'll proceed with Mr . 
II Ricardo Valenzuela, Administrative Financial Ana l ys t , Heber 
Utility District. 
i, MR. VALENZUELA: Good morning. My name is Ricardo 
1: Valenzuela. I'm the Administrative Financial Analyst wi t h the 
r Heber Public Utility District. 
II: I was asked by my General Manager, Juan A. Lope z, to 
I il represent him since he's in Sacramento today on District 
I business. 
f 
II 
I was asked to address several of the hearing issues 
!I today, specifically 
I 
·1 prepared a write-up 
I 
numbers 6, 7, 8 and 10. ' What I did is, I 
as far as what I wil l be speaking on. One 
1 clarification I would like to make is the information inc l uded in 
there is not all-inclusive, since I work for the Public Utility 
I 
28 I District only at this point in time. 
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What I' d l ike t o do is just go through the write-up and 
if there are any questions, just please slop me. 
Okay, on Number S i x, i t says: Some of the initiatives 
tha t have bee11 implemented to stimulat e the economy of the border 
area are as follvwb. I broke i t down : 
A, Imperial Val l P-y Jndustrial Developmen t Corpo r ation 
~..,hich assists local businesses and businesses interested in 
locu.tillg 1 n Imperial Valley in obtaining funding financing from 
various public funding entities. For example, an example of this 
would be the completion of Small Business Administration loan 
appl i cations. That is one of the initiatives that has been 
implemented in Imperial County. 
B is Hegional Economic Development . Incorporated, REDI, 
which assists in marketing the Imperial Valley to businesses 
outside the Valley . In addition, RED! provides other assistance 
in proposal writing and as an inclustria 1 land data base. The 
above-mentioned is not all-inclusive. 
I believe someone else is going to be speaking on RED!, 
so I dou ' t have t o expand on that. 
C is the Private I ndustry Council which provides 
train ing fund~ to vnrious corununity-based organizations and also 
provides t raining f~nds for industry-specif j c purposes. There's 
e 
expounding OP that. 
The Imperia County Overall Economic Development 
Commission w~ich assists potenticd projects in obtain i ng fund i ng 
financing from a federal agency , which is the Economic 
I 
-r 
I 
26 
jl 
.I 
Deve l opment Administrat i on . The overa l l Economic Deve l opment 
2 
'I 
3 I! II 
Commission does assist projects or interested i ndividuals ir 
locating other iunding sources, but the main purpose is t hrough 
4 II 
5 II 
EDA, the Economic Development Administration. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Let me ask you a question. 
lj 
6 I 
I 
If I were to locate here to do some business , who wou l d 
7 
II 
8 
II 
I contact to ask for labor help, a l abor force to come i n and 
work for me, and for qualified peopl e? Where do I f i nd t h em? 
9 I MR. VALENZUELA: We l l, i t would be a combination of, but 
I 
I 
10 I initially what I would recommend is to contact REDI , Rf?gional 
I 
11 Economic Development Incorpor ated, since I bel i eve one of the 
12 main purposes of that program or entity is to ass i st industry in, 
13 you know, obtaining information on the area, finding out about 
14 what is available . That wou l d be my initial start point . 
15 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Is there skilled labor available for, 
16 l et's say, a sophisticated or somewhat sophist i cated i ndustry to 
17 locate here? 
18 MR. VALENZUELA: At this point in time, i s t hPre a ny way 
19 you could elaborate a little more on what type? 
20 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Let's assume tha t a Japanese fi r ll 
21 would like to come and locate here. You know wh a t they do first . 
22 They make a survey of the community in which t hey 're going to 
--
23 locate . 
24 Do you have enough labor force? Do you have enough 
25 schools? Do you have enough col l eges? Is the environment ready? ' 
26 All these e l ements are important to know before somebody can 
27 locate. Ilow is the climate, the tax climate, the government 
28 attitude? All these points. 
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Now, let's say there is a business located here, and I 
just heard that some people cannot fill jobs that they have. 
They cannot find qualified people to come and fill those jobs. 
~nd I'm surprised to hear that, but I h~ard it. 
I'd like somebody to comment on that. 
MR. VALENZUELA: Okay, in order to address that issu~, : 
believe the Private Industry Council does have a program called 
the Industr~r Specific Training Program, which addresses the issue 
of, for exaH1ple, a bu~iness locating in Imperial County. Let's 
say a case in point is a project we have in Heber, Internatioual 
Fabricators and Engineers Incorporated, which did go back to the 
Private Industry Council and did obtain funding to train people 
in specific skills and semiskilled jobs. 
CHAJRI\1AN DEDDEH: So, if I had a busines::> r iyht here, 
and I needed a typist, or a clerical person, or some kind of 
mechanic, or whatever, and I called EDD and said, "Lo6k, I'm 
looking for two ernpluyees in this category and two in that 
category." 
Are you qualified, are you able to find people to fill 
those vacancies if we needed them? 
KR. VAL~NZUELA: I believe w~ are qualified and able, 
and it's through an effort -- what I want. to say is a combination I· 
; 
----·'R-----ii,......Lsev.e.r.al-a-gen-G-i.P..s or enti'ti-e~. - ++-might be the~mployment i 
24 Development. Department, the Private Industry Council, REDI, or a 
25 local public entjty. 
26 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I'm not disputing or challenging you, 
27 but I see somE head~ giving me the negative answer to that, · and 
28 
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12 
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tl· ut: is why :r ra i sed the question. I was informed that rea l ly 
there are jobs going begging because of the lack of qua l ified or 
well-prepared peopl e to fill these vacancies. 
Now, somehow, if our vacancies exist, somehow we ought 
to find people to fill those vacancies. 
MR . VALENZUELA: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: My quest i on is, again to anybody who 
is willing or able to answer it, do we have the wherewithal, the 
tools, to help that business person who ' s trying to fi l l a 
vacancy in his or her shop? 
I 
I 
MR. VALENZUELA: I believe we do. It does take a 
II coordination of effort between several agencies. 
/j CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I will recognize those o f you who want 
I
I to speak later on. I will recognize you, sir. 
I raised the question for the benefit of the discussion. 
I And those of you who have not testified, you may want to address 
I· II 
11 that, because we are not here to find out who is guilty or not 
~~ guilty. 
l how we can solve the problem that's facing this county for the 
We are trying to find out, all of us working together, 
~ last four or five years, and it might face it for another four or 
five. And that is a chronic illness that need not stay with this 
county; it need not stay. If we can, we need to solve it, or at 
least help solve it. 
MR. VALENZUELA: Okay. 
One of the reasons I was mentioning some of these 
initiatives that have been implemented, or at least started, is 
that they do work but one of the major problems that has ha~p~ned 
3 
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with them - - maybe you 'll give them a s hot in t he a r m for 
s t a r t i nq th ~m up -- b u t c ontinued imple.mcnt~tiun ot these 
prog ram~ i ~ nnt possib l e due to the lack of funds. That's one ut 
the major problems. 
What I wanted to c'l o is indicate that I mperial Coun t y has 
addressed thP. issue of chronic unemployment by implementing these 
1nitiatives, but these ini t iatives cannot and will not work 
unless they have a continued support, you know, the local and the 
State of Ca l i fornia. 
What I'd like to do is to finish. I think I ' m on the 
last one, which E, the Heber Public Uti l ity u i str ict, which has 
for many proviot?.rl assista11ce to interested parties in the an•as 
of grants writing, working capital injection, and upgrading and 
maintenance of essential public services. All this has been done 
with the goal of alleviating Imperial County's unemploym~nt which 
I has plagued our area for many years . 
li The major limitation which I have seen in implementing 
~ the initiatives mentioned above has been th~ lack of fundi rig for 
I their implementation and continued operation. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Fundi ng from whom? 
MR. VALEN~URTA: From the sta t e and loca l also. 
CHAlRMAK DEDDEH: Funding from the state t0 what agency, 
l4R. VALENZUELA: Fot example, you might have the 
25 Imperia l Va l ley I ndustrial Development CorporaLion. That ' s an 
26 example . I' m no t zeroing in on anybody here. 
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28 
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They have a need for , l e t' s say, an admini strator of 
that agency , and they lack funds to continue empl oy ing that 
person. So what happens there is , the administrator -- you can't 
pe r form the job, the job that is needed, or, you know, t he 
p roject has to go elsewhere to look for funding and/or 
assistance. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH·: Let me tell you what I th i nk abou t 
funding, and I've been 21 years in the Legislature . I have 
enough gray hairs to tell you I'm a senior Member there. 
I am beginning to become very skeptical, very seriously 
~ skeptical, about voting for funding for this or that program . 
I 
It Let me te::b::: :::·voted more money for education in the h i story 
11 of the California Legislature than this man that's making the 
ii 
i statement. But I'm getting tired of that because we are not 
I 
1: being able to match what other countries, what other nations, are 
I 
doing. We are putting money in our educational system . We have 
1
1 
less engineers, less doctors, less scient.ists, less computer 
i! analysts t h an Japan, than China, than Taiwan, than I raq i n the 
!i 
j! Middle East, which is supposedly a backward country. Over there 
~~ in a l l these countries I've mentioned -- I 've vis i t ed them , and 
22 
jj I've visi t ed them several times -- school s are open 5~ days a 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
j week, and then they also have 7 hours a day. And that's why 
I 
they're producing more engineers, and more scientists, and more 
1 computer analysts. 
I 
!I Over here, all I hear in the State Legislature from 
I people al l over, "Give us more money. " And I'm tired of giv ing 
I 
[, 
II 
II 
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more money to anyon~ until they've shown me what they are doing 
2 with that money. 
3 
For the first time I'm going to ask serious questions in 
4 
Sacramento next year, after 21 years, and I'm going to be voting 
5 
less money for education, which is my profession. 
6 
So, give me some reason as to why we should pump more 
7 
money for some administrator or some bureaucrat sitting 
8 
somewhere. I have no reason to give him that money unless you 
9 
tell me why. What is it that we need to give him tha t money for ? 
10 MR. VALENZUELA: Okay, what I will use as an example, or 1 
11 a case , relating to the Heber Public Utility District . We have a 
12 project there, or a company that locat~d there, International 
13 Fabricators and Engineers, Incorporated. Basically what they do 
14 is, they fabricate pipe for the waterway industry. 
That project came about from funding which the Heber 
15 I 
\ P~lic Utility District received from the State Office of 
1
1 Economir. Opportunity. 
'I provided t h e funding to the Heber Public Utility District to 
16 
17 The State Office of Economic Opportunity 
. I 
i 
I 
1R 
~ assist International F~bricatorH and Engineers in locating in 
I, 
Heber. International ¥~bri cators a nd Engineers, after locating 
~ in Heber, camP back to the Privat e I ndustr y Council to say, "I 
I need so ~ch money to train so many people in s~iskilled and 
l skilled labor." So the_y addres te 1 ocaJ i s sue ...t;he- -+..,;~~..,..· 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
I
I skilled labor . 
Again, if we need engineers, I feel that we should have 
24 
25 
26 those types of monies avai l dble to train people. But again, an 
27 enginee r t akes a little longer . It takes 4- 6 years t o have him 
28 ~o through schoo l . 
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CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Senator Bergeson. 
SENATOR BERGESON: With the work force t hat you have 
been able to train, have those been primari l y r es i dent s of t he 
Valley? 
MR . VALENZUELA: Yes. 
SENATOR BERGESON: And you have been ab l e to extend, 
then, employment opportunities to Val l ey residen t s? 
MR. VALENZUELA: Yes, to loca l residents, yes . 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you. 
I didn't mean to jump at you, but it's been ~ating me. 
I wanted to say it somewhere. 
MR. VALENZUELA: That was item Number Six. 
Item Number Seven, as far as efforts by Imperial County 
to diversify its economy, Imperial County as a whole has made a 
5trong commitment to diversify its economy. Some of the examples ' 
of the diversification include: a hazardous waste facility, 
which is ITT; a pipe fabrication facility, International 
Fabricators and Engineers; the potential of a defense contractor 
locating in Imperial Valley. These are only a · few of the 
diversification efforts which have been instituted. Aga i n, they 
are efforts by Imperial County. 
Sometimes we have interested developers or interested 
entities in locating in Heber, but it might be that they nee 
that additional push, you know. For example would be if 50, 
100,000; 200,000 rsic]; Imperial County at this point in time is 
not able. If we have the industrial development bond situation, 
htt we al l know how that has turned, the tide has turned on that , 
33 
SENATOR BERGESON: Have you made application for the 
2 
Hurnl PPnui~; ScHICE..·, for any of those uullars? 
3 
MR. VALENZUELA: I believe it has been made. I hav~n't 
4 been personally invo l ved in that as far as directly applying for 
5 
it. I believe we have been successful in that before. 
6 I'll go back on this . What I am saying is not all-
7 inclusive. I was put here as a substitute for my general 
I manager. 
I 
8 
9 CHAIRMAN DFDDEH: You're doing a goorl job. 
lO MR. VALENZUELA: Thank you . 
11 Did I answer --
12 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Yes, you did . 
13 MR. VALENZUELA: On item Number Eight, it indicates ~ast 
14 stn~P pfforts to asbist Imperial County. 
15 Okay, as far as my experience here, what I'm aware of 
16 is, for example, the State Office of Economic Opportunity, which 
17 has provided funding to assist businesses in locating and/or 
18 expanding in Imperial County. Examples would be the La 
19 Providencia Market in Brawley, California, and International 
20 Fabricators and _Engineers, Incorpor ated, which is located in 
21 Heber, which is our district. 
22 The main purpose of this type of funding was to crea t e 
23 
24 accomplished, and I feel it was a succ~ss. 
25 B is the California State Department of Commerce, wh1ch 
26 has p r ovided assi~tance in funding and/or financing various 
27 public and private projects in Imperial County. Examples of this 
28 
I 
I 
I r-
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type of ass i stance are the International Fabricat ors a nd 
2 
Engineers, Incorporated p r oject. They received some assistance 
3 
through them. I don't know the specifics on that because I 
4 
didn't work on that specifically. And the Heber Public Uti l it y 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1
\! Infrastructure Projects. 
water and sewer lines in our service area, and that was made 
I 
II 
·I I, 
II 
I 
\-1e are completing the extension c :L 
possible through a combination ef f o r t from the federal 
government, the state. State government helped us from the 
Department of Commerce and the California Energ y Comm i ssion, and 
we're also providing a local match into that . I t ' s a l mo!::;t 
II 
complete. 
12 
C is the California Energy Commission which provides 
13 
funding financing to energy-related projects . An example is 
14 
funding provided to the Heber Public Utility District for i ts 
15 
Infrastructure project. 
16 
The Heber Public Utility District has -- you know, I 
17 
hate to use the word "tapped into" the resources avai l able 
18 
through the State of California. But what I see is that we look 
19 
for the availability of funding sources, f i nanc i ng fu nd i ng 
20 
sources. We call up there. We go up there . We just ir.q ire. 
21 
One of the -- I feel the State of Ca l iforni a has made an 
___ _.:22 
23 
attempt to address the issues here in Imper i a County . I f eel 
liliere 
---
is a need for a more -- they need to intens i fy their 
24 
effort.s, I feel, to provide more information. I know it's quite 
25 a distance to come down and spend, let's say, two or three hours 
26 and go back. Maybe spend a week or a few days. 
27 
28 
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CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You are very fortunate to have two 
2 
l"le ctt:!d representatives of the State r.cgj Rl ature. Your own State 
3 
Senator sitting right here to my right is a fighter on your 
4 
behalf. State Assemblyman Steve Peace, who took my seat in the 
5 
Assembly, is a bigger fi~hter than I am. So you have two very 
6 
strong voices in the Assembly and in the Senate. I have no 
7 
doubts about that. And of course, you have Congressman Duncan 
8 
Hunter. 
9 
And if I may be slightly partisan, Senator Bergeson, you 
10 
are in a way fortunate that you have two Republican i 
i 
11 
12 
administrations: one in Washington and one in Sacramento. 
So lean heavily on Senator Bergeson. Lean very heovily 
i 
I 
I 
13 
on Congressman Hunter to get you some money from the feds : 
I 
14 
15 
They're giving it away anyway. You might as well get some of it 
for Imperial Valley. Sometimes, and I don't say this for 
I 
I 
I 
16 
quoting, but sometimes they squander that money in Washington. 
17 
That's why they cannot balance th~ir budget for the last sever1 
18 years. 
19 
Anyway, that's neither here nor there. 
20 MR. VALENZUELA: One of the things that I wasn't sure, 
21 
s hou le I give th~rn a recap of what we have done here , or what I 
22 
fee l ? 
----B---11------:---"-'Basica l l y \Arha-t-I--wa-n-t:--t:-e-eene-lude-w:t'th"-ts tnd1.cate t hat 
24 we have all these initiatives: we have REDI: we have PIC: we 
25 have IVIEC; we hav~ Heber Public Utility District; we have the 
26 City of Calexico; the City of El Centro; on and on and on. 
27 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You also have 31 percent unemployment. 
28 
36 
I 
MR. VALENZUELA: Ri gh't. . 
'i 
2 )i 
il 
And what happens here is, we have a l l these i nitiatives 
I 
3 I as they're put in the outl i ne, but what happen s here i s , you need 
I 
4 I I· 
5 
\I 
11 
6 il 
!1 
7 !I 
money to start up the. initiative. All of us know that a project 
does not take one year to develop. The aver age , in my opinion, 
is two to three years. So if you have an in i tiative t hat s t arted 
one year, and the next year you say , "Well , okay, sorr y; I don ' t 
8 
,, 
' 
ll 
9 1\ 
II 
10 II 
I 
have any funding for you this year, " you stop the i nit ia t ive and 
you stop the project. 
So, that ' s basically what I wanted to say on that. 
I 
11 I 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you, Mr. Valenzuela. 
12 
,, 
,, 
13 jl 
MR. VALENZUELA: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Now I think Mr. DuBose is here. Would 
r 14 I 
II 
15 
I' ,I 
16 il 
you step forward, sir. We don't want to over l ook you. 
Tom DuBose, President of the Regional Economic 
Development, Inc., El Centro. 
!I 
17 1: 
I! 18 
'I II 
19 :1 
I 
20 I I 
MR. DuBOSE: Thank you very much. I apologize for being 
late this morning. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Th~t's all right. 
MR. DuBOSE: Our Executive Director, Mr. Bil l P l aster, 
21 could not be here today. As you know, Bill -- or you may not 
22 know -- Bill also fills the position of the Director of the - -
23 Private Industry Council and REDI, Regional Economic Development, 
24 borrows his time. And in the job of attracting industry, 
25 sometimes inclustry calls, and so he could not be .with you today . 
26 A little background information, then I'll try to 
27 address the specific points that you asked us to talk about. 
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Firs t o f al l , Reg ion a l Economic De ve l opment , 
~ n corporated , o r as we have c alled it , REDI, is a nonprofit 
corporation organized under the California Nonprofit Law. Upon 
the incorporation of February 19th, 1985, Regional Economic 
Development began operating with a 29-memher Board of Di rectors, 
rPpresenting both community c:md busiuess leaders. These leaders 
represent diverse interests, which include: education; 
utilities; government; religion; finance; agriculture; health; 
commercial and industrial interests. · 
REDI is committed to t he overall goal of job creat ion 
M.F. DuBOSE: Yes, please. 
SENATOR BERGESON: One agency you neglected to mention, 
Do you not have a clo s e working relationship in regional 
tra i ning programs wit h &chools? 
MR . DuBOSE: Yes, and we also have a representati~e from 
education. We also 
repre ~entative i rom ou r Naval f acility here in El Centro. 
In addressing the issues that you asked us to talk to 
you about , i s sue Numbe r Six, the nature of public Hnd private 
sec~or i ni t jatives to stimula t e the economy of the border area 
and the limitations o f those e ffo r ts. 
! . 
I 
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First of all, Regional Economic Developmen t , 
2 Incorporated, or as we have called it, REDI, is a nonprofit 
3 corporation organized under the California Nonprofit Law. Upon 
4 the incorporation of February 19th, 1985, Regional Economic 
5 Development began operating with a 29-member Board of Directors, 
6 
1 
representing both community and business leaders. These leaders 
I 
7 i 
~ 
8 
~ 
' 9 I I 
represent diverse interests, which include: education; 
utilitie~; government; religion; finance; agriculture; health; 
commercial and industrial interests. 
I 
10 I 
~ 
II ~ 
12 
~ 13 ~ 
RED! is committed to the ·overall goal of job creation 
through its diverse and comprehensive economic development. 
Working in close conjunction with the Private Industry Council, 
as I had mentioned, REDI serves the entire County through a 
14 ~ 
15 
1 
coordinated effort with the cities, the chambers of commerce, 
community agencies, and the County of Imperial. 
16 ~ SENATOR BERGESON: . Can I just interrupt? 
~ 
17 ~ 
r 
18 I 
MR. DuBOSE: Yes, please. 
SENATOR BERGESON: One agency you neglected to mention, 
19 1 \ 
J 
20 ~ 
~ 
and it disturbs me somewhat, and that is your schools. 
Do you not have a close working relationship in regiona l 
21 training programs with schools? 
22 MR. DuBOSE: Yes, and we also have a representative from 
23 education. We also -- I failed to mention -- have a 
24 representative from our Naval facility here in El Ce n tro. 
25 In addressing the issues that you asked us to ta l k to 
26 you about, issue Number Six, the nature of public and private 
27 sector initintives to stimulate the economy of the border area 
28 and the limitations of those efforts. 
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CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. DuBose, I ' m Dsking you a question 
that I'm going to also ask thP. Chamber o£ Commerce and the 
Chairperson of the Board of Super visors. I might as wel l ask it · 
now. 
Do you go beyond the County boundaries to attract 
businesses to come and to locate in th~ Valley? 
MR. DuBOSE: Yes, we do. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: If you do, what incentives do you have 
\ to give me to move from San Diego and come to Imperial, or come 
I from San Francisco, or come from Fresno? What incentives do you 
11 offer? 
I 
MR. DuBOSE: If you'll allow me, I'll go further, and 
then I'll try to cover and answer that for you, if I may. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Sure, all right. 
That's a question I'm going to ask of all of you. I 
16 would like to have some input on that particular issue. 
17 ~R. DuBOSE: Okay, I'll get to that in just a moment. 
18 Thank you. 
19 
20 
21 
22 
REDI also works in close a~~ociation with the Private 
~~ Industry Council of Imperial County, PIC, which offers a wide 
I variety of train i ng options to businesses requiring skilled \ \ 
employees . Among these is the industry-specific training 
I 
i 
I 
i 
! 
I 
~nto with I 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
businesses and a training program customized to those business 
needs is developed. Businesses are reimbursed for training 
costs. 
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CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr . DuBose, I'm asking you a question 
that I'm going to also ask the Chamber of Commerce and the 
Chairperson of the Board of Supervisors. I might as well ask it 
now. 
Do you go beyond the County boundaries to attract 
businesses to come and to locate in the Valley? 
MR. DuBOSE: Yes, we do. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: If you do, what incentives do you have 
to give me to move from San Diego and come to Imperial, or come 
from San Francisco, or come from Fresno? What incentives do you 
offer? 
MR. DuBOSE: If you'll allow me, I'll go further, and 
then I'll try to cover and answer that for you, if I may. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Sure, all right. 
That's a question I'm going to ask of all of you. I 
would like to have some input on that particular issue. 
MR. DuBOSE: Okay, I'll get to that in just a moment. 
Thank you. 
REDI also works in close association with the Private 
Industry Council of Imperial County, PIC, which offers a wide 
variety of training options to businesses requiring skilled 
employees. Among these is the industry-specific training. 
program. Through this program, contracts are en 
businesses and a training program customized to those bu~iness 
needs is developed. Businesses are reimbursed for training 
costs. 
-·-
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WP feel we have some things that we h ave t o offer that o t her 
areas may not have" all of, which ure: · uvailable labor for the 
3 
people, and the quality of people here in Imperial County; 
4 
' available both zoned and unzoned but ready to build on land; we 
5 
have ava i lable energy and water to meet their needs; and we have 
6 an excel l ent location that we feel is unbeatable from a location 
7 of the major markets being San Diego, Los Angeles and Phoenix, 
8 which represents almobt 14 million people, and we're 3~-4 hours 
9 away or in the middle of that area, which is probably one of the 
10 fastest growing areas in the United States. We're centered in 
II that, and we fePl our location offers · a great incentive. 
12 So, what we have been offering to the business that we 
13 have attracted is something that not everyone else, we feel, can 
14 offer. Again, that would be: the people and the quality of 
15 people; the land; energy and water; and location. 
16 SENATOR BERGESON: Do you find that the maquiladora 
17 
18 
I 
I 
program off-ers any incentive to attracting businesses? 
Yes, we feel that it does. We feel that MR. DuBOSE: 
19 
20 
the Imperial County-Mexicali area of maquiladora has a very I 
We feel that companies that are interested in the ! strong future. 
21 Itwquilad ora concept come and ask. Ano we have a re l a t ionship 
22 with the folks down in Mexicali in their industrial area. We 
M areas as a possible site selection, both in Mexicali and in 
25 , Imperial County. 
26 SENATOR BERGESON: I noticed in a hearing in Mexico, 
27 this was being used as tremendously successful program, 
28 
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Ill part i cu l arly i n Texas, a nd t hat California has not real · y 
exploited it to the extent t hat Tex as h as . 
I know in the case of San Diego County, I guess , Sony I! 
il 
\J 
located in San Diego express l y for that purpose. It seems t o me 
II 
that that certainly could be great ly expanded as far as tle 
,, 
li 
i\ 
interests o f foreign companies. 
r 
MR . DuBOSE: I don' t thin k we've acted as a t .eam be f o re, 
and we are now. 
' I We, in Imperial County, probably haven't capitalized o n 
I 
the benefit of the maquiladora for the United States ' side as 
other areas because we haven't had the facilities available. 
II 'I There are a lot of companies in Mexicali whose maquiladora, or 
~ their other half of their operation, is in Los Angeles. And we 
li hope that in the future, through their growing pains, that they 
i' would consider moving a part of their operation closer to their 
I, operations that they may already have in Mexicali today. 
li •rhat' s something that is already existing, and a void 
! 
I' 
!j that we think now we can fill. 
:· CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Mr. DuBose, I don't mean to be 
,I 
.! impe l i te, but I'm going to have to ask you to summarize wi t h i n 
\! one minute, because we have passed on your time . 
il MR. DuBOSE: Okay. 
I• 
~ Imperial :ounty and provides guided tours of industrial si t es and 
~~ avai lable buildings. The other services that are available to 
ll businesses include information about permitting and other 
II 
I' r egulations, and introductions to the County and/or the Ci t y 
I 
i 
! 
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officials. We have a computer with all the information so that 
one individual can ~orne in and gather all that information with 
one stop. 
The past efforts tu assist Imperial County, the State of 
California and the Department of Commerce have assisted us 
through their Sudden and Severe Economic Development Dislocation 
Program. They have funded our business expansion and retention 
program for t wo consecutive years. We feel that business 
expansion and retention is 70 percent of economic development in 
any one area. 
We have worked with 54 local businesses, and out of that I 
I 
.I 
we have generated 28 new johs. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Of the 5,000 letters that you sent Lo 
the 5,000 targeted industries or businesses, how many have 
responded favorably? 
MR. DuBOSE: We have received either a return post, ~ard 
that we had put in the mail to them, or a phone call from over a 
hundred. We have visited in meetings with well over 25, and I 
i would say that we're in negotiatlons today with about four or 
five d]fferent companies in locating here and trying to land 
them. 
Item Numb~r Ten, ways that the state could provide 
, we woula 
ask that you continue to fund programs, such as the Business 
Expansion and Retention Program, the Industrial and Commercial 
Land Data Base, anu the government contract procurement 
assistance center, in addition to further tourism-related and 
industrial attraction effort s. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Our second phase of work ing with the economy and he l ping 1 
2 
11 the economy here i n Imper i a l Count y will be working with touri sm. 
3 
We feel that we have an excellent area to offer, and that we went 
4 nfter th~ industry first. We wil l now start a campaign a nd will 
5 
go after the tourism. We feel t hat that will also he l p in 
6 bringing in future jobs to I mperial County. 
7 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Good , thank you. 
8 li .. 
MR. DuBOSE: Thank you very much. 
I' 
9 
:I 
10 
II 
II 
II 
12 'I I. 
13 
li 
I; 
14 ,: 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: The best of luck. 
My next witness is the Chairwoman of the Board of 
Supervisors of Imperial County, Val Blume. 
MR. SHAW: Senator, Committee Members, my name is Danny 
Shaw with the County Administrator's Office. I'll be 
representing Val Blume today. 
15 'I 
I 16 
If I may, I'd lik~ to read her speech into the record. 
Dear ladies and gentlemen and Committee Members, as 
I 
I 
17 I 
II 
18 :I 
Chairman of the Imperial County Board of Supervisors, I wou l d 
like to thank you for this opportunity to appear before the 
19 IJ 
I· 
20 II 
Senat~ Select Committee on Border Issues, Drug Trafficking and 
Contraband . 
21 II 
I would like to direct my commen.ts to day to the 
'· 
22 following areas: one, efforts by Imperial County to diversify 
23 
24 assistance i11 developing the border economy ; and three, 
25 suggestions for legislative action that would help stimulate the 
26 economy of the border region. 
27 
28 
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The Count.y of Imperial, in conjunction with both public 
ana private agencies, has attempted for the past several years to 1 
diversify our economy. Contacts have been made with several 
firms, and the County is curzent awaiting a decision from a 
defense contractor which would employ 500 people. 
Statistics reveal that the large part of wage and salary 
employment in Imperial County is found in the public employment, 
ayLicultural, retail trade and servjce sectors. Agricultural and 
public sector employment together accounted for over 56 per~ent 
of the jobs ~eld by the civilian labor force in June of 1987. 
In contrast, for this same time period, manufacturing 
jobs accounted for only four percent of the total employment in 
the county. 
The state has initiated some innovative programs for 
rural counties. Examples of those types of programs include the 
Rural Renaissance Program, the Emergency Shelter Program, and the 
block grant stabilization provisions of AB 650. 
The State Legislature must continue the efforts to 
assist those economically depressed rural counties such as ours. 
Although some steps have been taken in this direction, many 
residents still feel that smaller, less populous counties are 
given second-class treatment. As the only small, rural count~ 
border in a fore i n nation ,.. .w.e. -ha-ve -l1U-J:Inf-'ii-4'qHU-tie"!-'pr"l"'l"r-rorrbr'llrP1~-,:~'Vi'e:>in1l.i"n ___ 1-
comparisou to other rural counties throughout the state. 
I would like to also brietly mention the maquiladora 
(twin plant) program. The benefits to Imp~t- ial County can be 
viewed in two perspectives, both directly and indirectly. Given 
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the assumpt i on that U. S. f i r ms will invest some of the i r capital 
overseas, maquiladoras do keep some of the U.S. jobb at h ome , 
rather than going to other Pacific Rim loca t ions such as Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, et cetera . Al so, these same 
incentives attract significant foreign investment wh i c 1 c r eatP s 
new jobs. 
I would encourage continued support i n Sacrame nto t o 
a~sist this county in locating industry to ou r region in order t o 
diversify ou r economy. Only then will the county's economy begin 
to stabil i ze and will not be so dependent on one or two ma j or 
employment sectors. 
One last note, and I understand t h is i s not a state 
problem, but the inadequacy of port of entry facilities and 
personnel is extremely detrimental to the free movement o f 
people, both vehicular and pedestrian, across the border. The 
economy of the border region is greatly inhibited by t he l ong 
delays at the existing border crossing. There exists a 
tremendous need to facilitate the movement of people from Mexico 
to the United St~tes border region because such movement direct l y 
contributes extraordinary revenues to the local economy. 
I would like to express my gratitude for this 
opportunity to address your Committee today. Working together, I 
b~-e Rlake California a 
even better place in which to l ive . 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much. 
MR. SHAW: I have a copy for each of you . 
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CHAIR~~N DEDDEH: I appreciate it. That will be in the 
record of this hearing. 
r•n1 looking for Councilwoman Celia Ballesteros, but I 
don't see her yet. 
All right, let's go to the next witness. rs Margaret 
Walk here by any chance? Margaret Walk is Economic Development 
Supervisor, City of Calexico. 
NS. WALK: Good morning. My name is Margaret Walk. I'm 1 
Economic Development Supervisor for the City of Calexico. 
I want to thank you for the opportunity to address you 
this morning. 
The first exhibit that I'd like to discuss with you is 
the City of Calexi.co' s "Sales and Use Tax Revenue Comparisons by 
Year." As you'll note, in t .he year 1982-83, in which our pe~::o 
devaluated, the original budget for the City for sales and use 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
16 tax revenue was roughly $1.5 million. 
I 
i 
Actual funds received were 1 
17 $900;000. Those are 1982 dollars. 
18 If you look at 1987-88, you'll notice there that this 
19 year, which is six years later, the budget to the amount for 
20 sales and use tax revenue is now at $1.3 million dollars, and 
21 actual, of course, has not y~t been ieceived. 
22 The point here is t.hat if you indexed the 1982 dollars 
__ _,,~-It- to bring ~ p~tD-wha~J~~7 · equivalent would be, it wo e 
24 gre ater than the 1.3 million that appears here in the schedule. 
25 The point that I would like to make is that for the City of 
26 Calexico, funds that we have for operating the City, we have some 
n sources that, like sales and use tax revenues, are based on a 
28 
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tunction of the activity of the sales that take place in our 
city. Also , we have funds t hat come to us for gas tax, which is 
allocated specifically for use in improving streets, et cetera. 
However, those funds are allocated based on population . 
We have flowing through our border o n an annua l basis 
roughly 24 million people. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH : How much do you get from thdt gas tax 
of one-quar t er a cent? What is you r allocation? 
MS. WALK: I don't have tha t information available. 
The point that we would like to make bas i cally is t ha t 
the City has funds that are allocated to us based on our 
population; however, we service a far greater popu l a c e of peop l e 
that flow in and out of the City through our port of entry. We 
i 
cannot emphasize enough the importance of Mexicali to our 
I
I economy. 
i devaluation and the impact that it had on our local retailers. 
That's clearly evidenced as a resul t of the peso's 
:j 
:1 
There was some assistance provided to our city through 
'I the Sm~ll Business Administration's Economic Injury Program, of 
II 
which many of our local business people took advuntage when it 
was available. 
At the present time, and if you'll refer to the schedule I 
that deta i ls out the peso to the u.s. dollar ratio, today the 
.! p~so -- or rather yesterday -- the peso is exchanging at 1675 to 
II 
one. And I think that, of course, the problem is still here, 
I although I think our local retailers are learning to dea l with 
I that problem, and they have had to out of necessity. But in 
get t ing loans for business expansion anrl so forth, ot course, we 
49 
al l know that that ' s based on -- a lot of the decision ' s based on 
2 
historical financial data . And when you've gone through a 
3 
devaluation thnt impacted your business so severely, it's very 
4 
difficult t0 ob t ain financing when your profits are show j ng 
5 
decreasing sales over the l ast five years. 
6 
Something I'd l i ke to mention to you at this time is 
7 
that -- and Ricardo Valenzuela spoke about the Imperial Val J ey 
8 
Industrial Development Company I was Administrator of t ha t 
9 
company before I came to work for the City of Calexico. And in 
10 
th nt capacity, I worked on SBA l oan packages and other loan 
11 
pro9r.ams available from the State of California. 
12 
I do lhe same thing for the City of Calexico as the need 
13 
arises, as we have a business that contacts us for technical 
14 
assistance and business counseling. 
15 
What I find most often occurs is that our loan to value 
16 
ratios, based on the appraised values that come out of our 
17 
properties here, arA one item that works against us in trying to 
18 II obtain loans for different business expansion in our area. 
19 
~ other words, · we have found that in general, the financing 
Jn 
20 
2 1 
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i nstitution lends at roughly something nlong the range of 60 
I percent actual ly of what the cost of t:he proj-ect i s, and that is 
~ on account of what the appraised value of that proJe~t comes in 
And as we e developed , the~'re based 
on what has occurred recently 1n sales of other like types of 
property and so forth. 
So, J think that those two problems have been somethina 
that our io~al people have had to deal with. 
50 
·I 
'! 
·I I, 
The City of Calexico has been extremely fortunate in 
2 i! being able to capitalize on funding from the State of California. 
3 'I We were able to develop a brochure on our Enterprise Zone that 
4 j came about a• a result of funding that we ~tained from the 
i\ Office of California-Mexico Affairs, where Mr. Frank Marquez is 
\1 the director. That department granted us $15,856, and of that 
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II $12,000 went to the development of this brochure and to the 
~ marketing plan that was developed for us. 
~ I also authored two grants for the City: One a Sudden 
It 
li' and Severe 
1
1 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: 
~ interested parties to locate in Calexicp or in the Valley? 
Did you send this brochure to 
I 
l 
MS. WALK: We provide that brochure, .and we did a direct 1 
I, mailout, which the listing of the names and addresses of 
:I 
j interested parties were provided to us by the mark6ting firm 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Well done. 
MS. WALK: -- that we worked with. 
You'll find there in the back, and you're looking at it 
something that I was going to comment on later on in my 
presentation, but it deals with AB 53 and SB 572, which I'm very 
sure you are aware, where the State of California passed 
legislation to bring the state into conformity with the federal 
1986 Tax Reform Act. 
CHATF.MAN DEDDEH: I wish we had not done that. 
MS. WALK: Well, unfortunately, it's cut our program 
short by approximately eight years by providing sunsetting 
provisions into it, where we had originally had a 15-year program 
under the Enterprise Zone. 
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This is not unusual to occur when we have stat e 
~rograms. Regretfully, though , we hope that credibility can he 
re-established in this program by reinstating it to a 15 - year 
program . 
The problem that I have at my level is that when we got 
the funds through a grant to develo~ ~his brochure, it was based 
nn th~ information that was available to us at that time. Now, 
the information contained in it is, in part, inaccurate because 
' it refers to a 15-year program. And so, we are having to get a 
I 
supplP.ment printed to this to explain how the program was cut 
short, which only serves to make our business clients concerned 
about how -- what other things can happen tb this program. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: My recommendation to you is to wait a 
while, because the feds are a)')out to change the t .ax law at the 
federal level. They've got 800 pages of amendments to the 1500 
pages which they passed about a year and a half ago. And we 
complied, and we are about to make the changes to conform to the 
new changes, but nobody knows what they are, not even the 
Congress. 
So, don't make any changes until you finally have the 
I exact answers to the questions you're raising. 
MS. WALK: Yes. I 
I 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: 
MS. WALK: Yes. 
Sa -+ 
I 
In regard to programs that are available from the State I 
of California, I was very pleased to attend a workshop that was I 
., 
conducted here recently by Mr. Gianini's Office of Local 
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Development in the Department of Commerce. And the p r og r am that 
they introdu ced t o us a t t hat t i me was the Rural Economic 
Development Infrastructur e Program , which is a part of Governor 
Deukmejian's Rura l Renaissance Program. Not only is this prog ram 
targeted toward infr astructure deve l opment with which to a t tract 
businesses to our area, the ratio at $50,000 in loan proceeds to 
one job created, but additionally Imperial County did rece i ve i ts 
entitlement funds of 207,000, of which the City of Ca l exico was 
fortunate to get $30,000 from another grant that I authored for 
them. 
We hope that grants -- the availabi l 1ty of gran t funds 
will continue. My department is carried almost in its entirety 
by grant programs, and that is of necessity because with sa l es 
and use tax revenues at the level that they are, the City has to 
look at alternatives for finding sources of fundi ng for 
activities that it needs to carry on. In dealing with our 
i 
1 ~xtreme chronic unemployment here in Calexico, which is h igher 
! our City's unemployment is higher than any other city in t he 
1! Valley -- we work to promote ourselves. 
And that's not to take anything away from REDI ' s 'I !I 
j program; however, their promotional program is designed t o be 
:! more generic to attract businesses to our region, I mper ial 
I' 
I  County. The names of specific cities are not used in the 
li literature. When reference was made at one point -- there is one 
I brochure that contains the words "Enterprise Zone " in i t - - the 
J particular city that the Enterprise Zone was in was not 
i 
idPnt:ified. 
53 
Also, I sought to ge t sume assiR~ance by includ i ng our 
2 
brochure in with mailouts with their brochure, but I was declined 
3 
to do this. 
4 
I know that it's important when you'r~ tryiny to promote 
5 
a regional area to be considerate of not necessarily showing 
6 
partiality to specific citie~ or t owns, but I do think that we 
7 
are on the road to working cooperatively, but I think that we 
8 
need to emphasize that even more . As I mentioned, we seek to 
9 
promote ourselves here in Calexico, apd w~ would like to b~ able 
to utilize more of the funding that is available through the 
lO ' 
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Private Induntry Council. Mr. Plaster is Executive Director of 
both the Private Industry Council and RED!, as he was asked to 
do, and I think that what they are doing is good. It's the time 
for promoti119 uur county. However, I ·believe that what is 
extremely important is having uu staff locally to be able to 
a s sist the businesses that arP here, fur one, for expansion 
purposes, anti also to deal with the businesses that contact us as 
a result of our promotional efforts. 
What I would like to point out is, as Ricardo was 
mentioning, one of the main providers of that_ type of assistance 
!.was the Imper i al Valley I ndustrial Development Company, which was 
I 
an SBA certified development corporatiqn. Th~ t entity received, 
throu omic Opportunity , ~300 , 000 in 
funds from an OCS grant from the Office of Community Services. 
That's $300,000 with cur agency, and roughly $750,000 went to 
I 
Heber Pub l ic Utility District. IVIDC took those funds and 
invested them in a public-private partnership in the City of 
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Brawl ey , i n the l qca l real estate market. We were for tuna te t o 
have Governor Deukmejian come down and tour that facility in 
Ja1mary of 1986. In that year, it appeared that that company was 
on the upsw i ng to be able to do bigger and better things for the 
<.:ounty. 
At the same time, REDI needed funding for their program . 
The source of those funds was the Private Industry Counci l . And 
IVIDC had relied heavily upon the PIC in private use for funding. 
What occurred was that we did get a grant of $20,000 from the PIC 
in approximately the summer of '86, but we were informed that 
funds would not be available in the future to continue funding 
IVIDC after September of '86. 
As a result , IVIDC went after other grant monies. At 
present, ~hey are trying to work out a way by which they could 
satisfy the County of Imperial's insurance requirements in order 
that they can receive a grant that they did obtain for the 
County, a Rural Development Assistance grant, rough l y $15,000, 
and they were faced with looking at an insurance premium of 
roughly $3,000. So it doesn ' t really make economic sense . 
I think that it i s import ant to look aftPr l ocal 
economic deve l opment mechanisms, and that that part i cu l ar company 
22 had been in business for seven years. And I think when you have 
23 an established entity like that that it's important to 
_____J_-
eep 1t 
24 operating, but at the same time, to look to doing the addi.t.iona l 
25 efforts, which REDI is doing, in promoting the County. 
26 But that's just something that I wanted to mention; 
27 clarify for you what the situation was surrounding that. 
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J\s it re.lutes to C'alPxico , Lhe Certified Developmt·nt 
Compcmy or igiuully was started from an $8,000 grant made to it 
from Cornrnun1ty Development block funds that the City of Calexico 
had available to thPm . 
Speakin9 ot · t hat program, that is another state program 
that is extremely important for communities like our own. 
Community Development bloc k grant funds are usually third deeds 
of trust loans that come in other words, the funds are granted 
to the City, ann then we turned around and loaned thE:!Iu to the 
business cnncern under what's called the Economic Allocation. 
'fhose funds are important for us in heing able to attract 
businesses to our area, because the problem that we have in 
Calexico, that I've encountered, is that now that we do have an 
Enterprise Zone, and now that we're attracting these businessps 
here, I g~t contacts, "I need 10 acres," "I nE:!E:!d 20 acres," "I 
nE:!E:!d 100 acres." Yes, we have the raw farm land, but we don't 
have infrastructure in there. 
Right now the City is working on i t 5 ··- it 1 s expanding 
:t.t.s ~·;ater and sewer master plan so that He ~"JTill in the future 
have the capacities to be able to handle ery large businessPs, 
and more housirg, and so for t h, for ou r area. But tr e issue 
1 still remains in that, when we get a business contact from a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
dvi se them, ~ ree more 
1 
months, or in two months, we'll be able to know whether or not 
we ' ll Le able to get this infrastructure grant here so that we 
can put the improvements in so that you can use this as a site 
'! location.'' 
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So hopefully, most of our business con t acts are in the 
stage that they are scouting out potential sites, and that we do 
have the time to be able to apply for these grants. But on the 
other hand, we have problems. For instance, Spectra Star Ki tes 
was a business concern , a kite manufacturer out of Pacoima . They 
are going to be locating in Yuma, Arizona, which is a right - to-
work state, for one; and for two, it has a facility availab l e 
that this business concern could lease immediately. Ca l exico, 
be cause we are adjacent to the border, our warehousing space gets 
eat en u~ very rapidly. In other words, I get calls frequently 
for peopl e that are looking for warehouse space and so forth . 
And I know t hat it would be probably an impossibility for the 
City to get funds to develop structures. It just doesn't work 
tha t way. Money's like that. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You're not trying to take your t ime 
and that of Celia Ballesteros together, are you? I think you r 
time has expired. You've had 15 minutes. 
MS. WALK: Oh, I'm sorry, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: That's all right. It ' s very 
interesting. You're a ball of fire . That ' s why I' m sure the 
City is very fortunate to have you on its staff. 
Senator Bergeson. 
SENATOR BERGESON: Yes, and I would like to perhaps 
expand a bit on what Senator Deddeh's indicating, and that is, 
you mentioned selling yourselves. You do a good job . You 
communicate well, and we hear from you quite frequently . 
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I think it's just a case where those grants have been 
expanded in a very cost effective wuy, anrl I think you've made 
the most of what you've had available to you. 
I think mucih of the efforts now sho11ld be directed under 
the Hural Renaissance rather than be the infrastructure that you 
mentioned was necessary, and I'm sure with your perseverance, 
you'll be able to work with us, and we'll be able to help provide 
in that area. 
MS. WALK: Thank you, Senator Bergeson •. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much. 
I've got one more witness before the break, and that's 
Rudolfo Aros, Western Center on Law and Poverty, Sacramento. 
MR. AROS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Bergeson. 
I'm Rudy Arcs, Wes~ern Center on Law and Poverty. 
The reason that I wanted to come to this hearing, and I 
appreciate your invitation, is we represent -- we're the services 
har.kup center providing assistance to local legaJ services 
prugrams who represent people who are unemployed or 
underemployed. And in that experience, I've had an opportunity 
to deal with a lot of the issues related to unemployment, not 
specifically with respect to Calexico and this area, but I think 
a lot of that experience translates h~re and is applicable to the 
roblems that ~ou're t ~ng to addrce~s~s4---r~·~a~like to give you the 
benefit of whatever knowledge I might have acquired in that 
1 process. 
Our cliPnts, the ~eople who are underemployed and 
unemployed, are definitely looking for employment. Now, I don't 
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u want you to think that because peopl e are not emp l oyed t h ey 
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~ prefer being that way. I want you to understand that peopl e who 
'I 
J· are unemployed would like and prefer to have meaningfu l 
I employment. 
II :I 
li 
The problem is, for many of them, particul arly i n areas I like this, is that the wages that are being offered are so low 
1 that they can't compete with workers who come acroRs t he border, 
I who are willing to work for those wages because circums t a nces 
~ wher~ they are much worse in terms of services tha t a r e provided 
lr 
~ to them than are available to people here. I don ' t Lhink we want 
~ to go in the direction of reducing services to encourage peop l e 
II 
!1 to take those low paying jobs. 
;I Basically what we have to do is make the wages 
~ meaningful enough to them so that they will be willing to work at 
:I wages that result in some economic benefit to them. Basically we 
1! have a situation where people who are working for minimum wage 
II 
i these days don't have anything left over for them to pay for the 
j necf>ssi ties of life. People are not able to advance their 
I position economically at that level. 
II 
II 
!r 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Where is Senator Torres' b ill at this 
il time? 
I 
MR. ARCS: It is now on the Assembly Floor. As you 
) know, t e Governor 
1 vetoed by the Governor. Assemblyman Floyd has a bill on the 
·~! Senate Floor which is awaiting decision a£ to whether or not to 
I go forward. 
I CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Is it the same thing? 
I 
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MR. J\ROS: T t w.•1 s 4. 5 0 Clll hour. 
CHAIRMAN DEDIJEH: What was Torres 1 bill? 
MR. AROS: It was 4.50 an hour. 
i At this point in time, the Industrial Welfare Commission 1 ·. 
I 
is considering a proposal to adopt a minimum wage of $4 an hour, 
Lut with a subminimum wage for students under 21 of 80 percent of 
that, which is 3.40 an hour, and for tipped employees of the same 
amount, which is 3.40 an hour. 
CHl\.IRMAN DEI:ibEH : Would your o~ganiz~tion support that? 
MR . . ~-ROS: No, those are totally inadequate, and 
part.icularly with respect t.o those two subminimum wage 
categories. We're t~lking about students, for one thing, who 
would be discriminated against in terms of what they would be 
able to achieve to support themselves while trying to obtajr an 
education. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I also have a lit~le broader attitude 
that because of the 4.50, or whatever it was, that a lot of young 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
people who would seek employment, an employer would not give 4.50 ! 
to somebody who is 17, 18, 19 years old. I 
I support the 4.50, hut I'm al~o trying to find 
emplo}·ment for young people at, maybe, 80 perc·ent of the 4. 50, 
which is 3.40. 
R. AROS: My concerP with that is t:hat the il1dust~ies 
that Prnploy young people at minimum wage are industries which are 
gains to employ people at whatever the minimum wage is. You're 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
26 1 basically talking about --
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CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Not necessari l y. Look at you r f as t 
food stores, the McDonalds, t h e J ack-in- the - Boxes, and these are 
all kids, high school kids. 
MR. ARCS: Exactly. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: They need j ob s . And a l l of u s were at 
one time or another that age, and we a l l d i d seek e mployment for 
80 cents or a dollar an hour , and we f elt i t was great. 
MR. ARCS: That ' s t rue. 
The point that I'm trying to make is that McDona l d ' s 
isn't going to stop doing their $22 billion sales expansion 
because the minimum wage goes up. Basically they ' re going t o 
continue to have to have the same number of employees. Whether 
or not they increase their prices as the result of how much they 
have to increase the payment to their employees, that depends on 
what the competition offers. 
1
1 number 
II 
!1 do is, 
In other words, I don't t h ink it ' s going to reduce the 
of people who are going to get employed. But what it will 
allow them to continue to be employed at a wage that wil l 
I • prov1de them with the necessities of life. 
Under the current circumstances, par t icu l arly jn areas 
ljke this, there isn ' t that k i nd o f incentive . In add i t i on to 
1 that, on top of having low wages 
!I 
to begin with, there is a lack 
1 of enforcement of labor laws. The Labor Commissioner has not 
j done an adequate job of making sure that wages are, in fac t , 
II being paid . Has not done an adequate job protecting empl oyees 
II from employers who would attempt to exploit them. 
II 
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Because o f those two reasons, particularly i n areas 
where there is a cutupt~ting lm·J-Wflqe market for labor 1 ikP in 
61 
I 
I 
jobs that ere I 
through the paper I 
here this morning to see what was being offered in terms of "Help 
border areas, thP incentive for people to take 
available to them are very low. I was looking 
I 
Wanted" ads, and there's just very, very little that I saw in I 
there that even sumeone with adequate employment history would be 
able to apply f or. There just wasn't anything being offered 
there. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEB: May I push you just a little bit on 
that issue of labor and wages. 
Do you think higher wages -- and I'm glad that we can 
pay them but do you think wages have anything at all to do 
with the balance ot trade being against the United States right 
now with Japan, with Taiwan, with Korea, with West Germany, and 
so on? Do you think it has anything to do with that at all? 
~~. AROS: I wish I had a lot of ~xpertise in that area 
1 tram which to give you an answer, which I don't. But I do have 
an opinion based on some reading that I have done, and basically 
that opinion comes down to this: Certainly there is an a dvantage 
in having -- paying wages outside oi t h e United States in certain 1 
I countries. 
transportation expenses that one has to incur to bring those 
pruducts to thiF> country and the consequential import/export 
problems that r~sult internationally as a result of that, which 
has created a whole brand-new rule, set of rules, under which the 
world is beginning to have to now understand and operate withi~. 
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It doesn't make sense for companies to go outs i de of 
2 this -- to go out s i de the United St a t es j u s t f or cheap l abor , 
3 because they have t o t ake i nto consider ation t r ansportation 
4 expenses, ma t e rials expenses, the o ther things that go i n to 
5 producing t h a t product i n order t o t his country to be sold. And 
6 that's the reason why - -
7 CHAI RMAN DEDDEH: South Korea c a n produce a ~uit t ha t 
8 you're wear i ng and sell i t here i n the Californ ia ma r ket , i n t he 
9 United States market, for about $120 for a three-piece suit. And 
10 if you are an average person like most of us are, you probabl y 
II will buy that suit as compared to something else that's about 
12 $250-275 . 
13 So what I'm saying, wages are not the only criteria. 
14 MR. AROS: Sure. 
15 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I must confess to that. But they 
16 should be taken into consideration , and that's why when you talk 
17 about the minimum wage for a young man in high, schoo l who is 
18 going to make about 3.20 or 3.30 , whatever it is, 80 percent of 
19 $4-5 --
20 MR. AROS: It's 3.40 
21 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Okay , when you add another 15 cents to 
22 a hamburger, will that affect the consuming publ ic? 
23 MR. AROS: I doubt it. 
24 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH : You doubt it. 
25 / MR. AROS: I doubt it. I don't think that the consuming 
26 
27 
28 
~ public is going to worry t oo much about -- I mean, we've seen 
il McDonald's hamburgers in my lifetime go from 15 cen t s to whatever 
I 
63 
they are now, and people -- and they sold mar~ and more of them. 
2 
And I don't think people are going to -stop buying hamburgers. 
3 
It ' s convenience that they're looking for in going to 
4 
McDonald's; it's not the price of the product, basically. It's 
5 
the convenience of being able to get something quickly. And t.hey 
6 are going to be willing to pay anything that's competitive. 
7 That's what I'm saying. Everybody, every employer, is I 
I 
8 goiPg to have to pay the same wages. And i.E those wages are the ·. i 
9 same for all employers, then the competitive- aspect of it hasn't ! I 
10 
I been changed. 
11 CHA.IRMAN DEDDEH: What would you do in a place where 
12 unemr>loyment is about 25-30 percent, and at the same time the 
13 price of a hamburger went up another dime or 15 cents? 
14 MR. AROS: That's exactly what we're trying to deal with 
15 here. 
16 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: That parent will not buy meat and cook 
17 it at home? 
18 MR. APOS: That's what we're trying to deal with here 
19 today, and that's a much more compJex problem than just the 
20 min imum wage. 
21 What I'm suggesting is that that's one element of it. 
22 You need to take into consideration when we're talking about 
23 unemploymen·t, you need to look at what the minimum t.1age is, and 
24 who you're eompeting with, who the employee is competing with to 
25 be able to get those jobs. Because if there isn't any market, 
26 really, for the emplo~'ee, the employee doesn't have anything to 
27 sell to the employer, then the employer is going to be able to 
28 
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keep the wages as low as possible. And that ' s the problem, 
'I l especially when you ' re liv i ng next to a border area, where you 
I 
I 
I 
have a ready market of people wh o are willing to work for 
whatever they can get. 
I 
I 
What we need to do is t o provide some disincent i ves for 
I 
that, and there are a number of ways to do that. One, making 
' sure that the employment place is one in which it is safe and 
healthy to work in. Another is to pay adequate wages for those 
people. And the other is to develop the maqui l adora indus t ry 
across the border so that people across the border have a place 
to go to work, too. 
We can do all of those things, it seems to me, 
i simultaneously and not necessarily exclusively. 
I CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Can you get the support of organized 
I' 
1l labor on maquiladoras? 
I MR. AROS: I think you can. I think you can, because 
,j 
, they see it as i n the i r best interests not to have competing 
'I 
1
11 
II 
II 
II 
lctbor. 
CHA I FMAN DEDDEH: That ' s not what I heard in San Ysidro 
I' 
~ when I he l d my hear i ng t here . 
I' 
II ,I 
'I ', 
'I 
i 
MR . AROS: Well, I can't speak for them, and I don't 
intend to, but the point that I'm making is, if there is an 
23 I adequate mi nimum wage on this side of the border, and incP.nt i ves 
~ 11 for development of industry on the other side of the border that 
25 I keeps employment there at a substantially higher rate than it is 
·I 
26 j now, people here are going to -- they're still going to have to 
27 / have industries here to serve the needs of the people on this 
2K I side of the border. 
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CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: So you raise the minimum wage, you're 
at $4 an hour, and somebody crosses the border and says, "I'll 
come take that job for 3.50, 11 what do you do? 
MR. AROS: Well, that's what IRCA apparently supposedly 
attempted to resolve, and that i.s t o prohibit that kind of --
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: How do you prohibit it? By law? 
MR. AROS: Well, IRCA has said unless you're documented, 
you ca~'t get that job. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: We have the Immigration Law now. 
MR. AROS: That's what I'm saying. That's what that 
says: Unless you're documented, you can't get that job to begin 
with, and if you have a ~inimum wage, you can't pay less than 
that. 
AnC. i£ Lltat minimum wage is enforced by the Labor 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Commissioner, then in fact that won't happen. And I think it's a \ 
very corr,plex matter in terms of all the :ramifications and the 
things that have to he accomplished in order to make this work, 
including, for example I know that we ' re running late, so let 
me mention this other --
CllAIHMAN DEDDEH: I see the speaker that wa s supposed to 
have preceded you has arrived, so I will have to very 
respec~fully cut you short to go to her because I cannot afford 
to offend a Cit Councilwoman ir n San.. Dj ego, .JATho is JU¥ 
constituent and also I am her constituent. 
MR. AROS: Let me just make one final point, and that is 
with respect to -- there is an effort right now under way to 
i mport labor into Los Angeles, ior example, in the garment 
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industry -- You mentioned that industry before -- becau se they 
say there is a shortage of labor as a result of the I mmigrat i on 
Reform and Control Act. 
It has been shown from testimony that was - -
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: But the garment industry needs 
specialized people who are seamstresses, or who know someth i ng 
about sewing. 
MR. AROS: It was shown at the hearing t hat 
Assemblywoman Roybal-Allard had a couple of weeks ago that in 
fact there i s a ready labor market available for that industry 
. right now in Los Angeles. 
I! 
The problem is, the industry is paying 
I! minimum wage under circumstances that most people would not be 
~~~ willing to work at. And yet, they're asking for the opportunity 
I! to import foreign labor to come and do that same job. 
If in fact we could establish some sort of mechanism 
I! 
~ whereby instead of going across the border to import labor, they 
II 
It would come here to see if they couldn't get the people from here 
I 
[ to work in that industry, saying that there is in fact a shortage 
I 
~ in Los Ange l es of skilled labor, to find peopl e here, coordinated 
r 
:l with P I C , t he Private Industry Council, to provide them with the 
I 1 tra i n i ng so that in the event that they didn ' t have the kind of 
I, 
training that they wanted them to have, it could be provided to 
23 them. They could have the ready labor market where you have very 1 
24 high unemployment, for example at the 40 percent it's estimated 
25 here, and not have to go across the border and bring in competing 
M labor, who is not going to be able to make the same kinds of 
27 demands for fairness and fair play that domestic workers can 
28 
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make. And that crca.tes that kind of conflict when you ha.ve t.hat 
sort of thing. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I wish we had more time --
MR. AROS: Thank you. 
CHAirul.AN DEDDEF: -- to keep on this dialogue. I 
appreciate that. 
our last witness before the break is the Councilwoman 
from San Diego, from the 8th District, I believe it is, 
Councilwoman Celia. Ballesteros, who also is the Councilwoman who 
represents, until the end of this month, the area of San Ysidro, 
which we both share. 
I'm going to give you only ten minutes. 
COUNCIU·;OMAN BALI,ESTEROS: Not withstanding being a 
Councilwoman. 
My deepest apologies. Besides -- I don't know if you 
16 got any call from my office to make sure that you knew that I was 
17 
18 
planning to arrive on time. We had, unfortunately -- will you 
believe it -- a blowout. 
19 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: In the City Council? 
20 COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: 'l'lf e gentleman that was kind 
21 e nolil:; h tc bring us out here tolo 1lS, 
11 I've got to reiPind you, 
22 today is Fr_iday the Thir·t .eenth. 11 
2 
24 COUNCIU·JOHAN BALLESTEROS: Thank you very much. Good 
25 mcrning, ladies ann gentlewen. My name is Celia Ballesteros. I 
26 am the Councilwoman ior the 81J1 District of the City of San 
27 Diego. 
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One-half of that district i n c l udes t h e en t i rP sou t hern 
portion of the City up to the Mexican border. 
It is a pleasure to be here to discuss with t h is 
important Senate Committee the issues, some of the issues, that 
we face in that region. There are many critical issues that 
surround the debate on the economic development of our border 
with Mexico. Time prevents me from delving into them 
individually, so I will focus my discussion on a few that affect 
the border community of San Ysidro. 
The border area within my district i ncludes Otay Mesa , 
the site of an aggressive economic development program of 
manufacturing and light industrial warehousing. Otay is 
11
1 
flourishing, as many of you well know. Just east of the Mesa, 
j however, in San Ysidro, the local economy is seriously 
il 
~ handicapped. I would like to point out some of the factors now 
~ impacting this condition. As I said, there are many factors. I 
'I 
I will mention but a few. 
I l percent of the City's population; yet, as small as San Ysidro may 
The border community of San Ysidro represents two 
1 be in ~ize, it currently serves the world's biggest port of 
~~ ent~y. Every year some 39 million people cross the United 
1 States- Mexican border here. 
I' 
I 
23--~---------,~-r.~~~-t~~~ft@~~~~~~~~iego 's tota ~ r egion 
11 economy in the form of consumer spending by Mexican Nationals, 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
I~ not to mention tourists attracted by Mexico, are great. However, I San Ysidro has been unable to harness this economic potential t o ,I 
I benefit itse l f . 
i 
ll 
II 
II 
Two major freeways have split the San Ysidro 
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neighborhood, disrupting local circulation and creating -- and 
have created excessive noise ana visitor traffic. 
Tlti.s small community is als0 tl·.c arena for the 
apprehension of 400,000 illegal immigran ts every year. 
Li}:e so many border towns, San Ysirlro' s identity is tied 
~ulturally to Mexico and Tijuana, and yet politically tied to 
I California and San Diego, ·creating a curious split-personality in 
I thf> community. Local residents know they are not truly Mexican; 
I 
yet for the n;ost part, they seriously question their American 
status. 
I Similarly, its economy reacts not only to events in the 
I United States, but also to thP. rise and fall of the peso. San 
Ysidro has the oprort.uni ty to benefit greatly from the status as 
~ major gateway. Paradoxically, the freeway system in that 
location directs the automobiles through the town and diminishes 
the opportunity to develop the economic base to capture ~his 
oppor t.u:1i ty. 
Dimini~hed federal and state funds, and a historical 
~ J.nck of interest by central government -- central City 
I 
r 0 0vernment, may I add -- in the border area has also prevented 
t h e necessary injection of dollars to capture this potential. I 
should say City an~ County. 
Let me further disc.lJ..S.s._hriefly with you some 
problems contrOltting this community and point out wayE: the s t ate 
~ can provide us sir. t a nee to stimulate the border economy. Be fore 1 
1 merttiun the::-; •~, there was one very import ant problem that I will 
~ not discuss, not bec ause it is lesser than these; actually 
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because it is greater and requires a great dea l of attention , and , 
t hat is the --
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Leave some of your testimony to Tony 
Goroez , who ' s here. He's going to say something abou t tha t . 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Right. 
The major the one that I leave out in my document 
1 here is education, and that is where the state has very direct 
impact, but that requires a whole study i n and of itself. So for 
that reason specifically, I have left it out. 
One problem, casas de cambio. Casas de camb i o, or money 
exchang~ houses, are a continuing problem in San Ysidro. There 
are an estimated 300 money exchange houses within u few blocks ' 
radius. Although technically the federal Department of Treasury 
and the IRS regulate illegal activity associated with money 
exchange houses, the government's only requirements of these 
houses are financial reports on monetary cash transactions of 
$10,000 or more. Such a law is a step, but far from enough. 
Problems associated with consumer fraud and money 
laundering are far-reaching. Most consumers using money exchange 
houses are unaware of the fact that they are being charged a 
commission of 10 percent or more, and ar.-e dimly aware of the 
current exchunge rate in order to protect themselves against 
g. 
In uddition, while the law enforcement agenc ies are 
aware that many casas de cambio are used for the exchange of 
; illegally obtained cash, the dearth of regulations designed to 
give them the legal handle to closely monitor this activity 
handicaps their ability to be effective. 
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It is my recommendation that the state take action to 
develop regulatory legislation that monitors this activity and 
protects the public from the unfair transactions that occur ~t 
I 
tlw casas de <.:ambia. 
I Second problem 
l CHAif~AN DF-DDEH: 
II 
I• 
What would you recommend? 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Presently, Senator Petrib i~ 
very interested in this issue. I've discussed this with him. 
There are two areas three areas actually that can be 
d e alt with. The City at the local level, what I have proposed, 
and I think that we will put into local legi~lation, is certain 
CUP, conditional use permit~, regulations; simply straightforward 
consumer fraud things like printing in large print, a certai11 
scale of printing; the rate of exchange for the day; how much 
they're being charged for the service; and the admonition, "Count 
this before you lcav~," and maybe give them a receipt so that 
when they put their money in t.here, they get the receipt that 
shm·:s how much they paid and how muc h . they re<.:eived. Just simple 
steps. 
I think thnt this kind of r~gulation also needs to be 
implemented or regulated at the state level, not just depend on 
loc al legislation, because that would only allow us to do police 
, enforc..ement bu~cmld not allow any state enforcement actici! to 
ensurP ~hat the people are protected from that. 
This only deals as far as consumer protection. Th~ 
federal government, I think, needs to develop certain kinds o f 
legislation that allows them to regulate the monies received in 
those dreas, besides just the cash, the $10~000 cash. 
I 
i 
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~ 
I 
2 I 
I 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Since this is a form of banking in a 
very loose way, has that been brough t to the a t tention of t he 
3 I 
Bank Superintendent? 
4 
I 
~ 
5 
I 
6 
I 7 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: I have not brought this to 
the attention of the Bank Superintendent. I have brou gh t this to 
the attention of Senator Petris because of his c ommitt ee, the 
committee he sits on, and that is why I'm bringing it t o the 
8 l attention of the Committee today. 
9 I 
10 ! 
Problem Number Two -- incidentally what I also -- ~n 
that particular, since the exchange houses, as I mentioned, are 
II 300 w~thin just a few blocks' radius, they hold the entire 
12 economy hostage. 
13 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Excuse me. 
w I travel a lot, and I saw that in one country, where 
15 every 50 or 100 miles you're in a different land, different 
16 country. When you give them dollars, .they give you the l ocal 
17 currP.ncy, and they give you that receipt --
18 COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Correct. 
19 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: -- that te l ls you what the rate is; 
20 how much they charge you for commi ssion; and how much you paid; 
21 this is how much you get, and it ' s all specif i ed. I think you 
22 can keep that for your records. 
23 It's a point very well taken, an 
24 COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Currently there is nothing. 
25 There are no regulations, not even conditional use permits by the 
26 local 
27 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: That is your jurisdiction . 
28 
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COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Correct, and that'& what 
2 we're t rying to do. 
3 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: But the state has a rolP in trying to 
4 protect the citizens, since this is banking, a form of banking, 
5 they ought to be somewha t regulated. 
6 COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS : Absolutely. I don't think 
7 that local legislation is sufficient for that activity. 
8 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I c an recall, for instance, when 
9 Assemblyman Alatorre was in the Legislature, he carried the 
10 legislation to regulate those so - called self-appointed 
II professional immigration experts e n the border who actually took 
12 some of those very innocent people to thP cleaners and did not do 
13 a good job in providing for them the help that they were supposed 
14 to have received. ~o, we did pass some legislation on that. 
15 COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Well, lack of legislation 
16 allows tltis particular activity to proliferate, and what it does 
17 in essence is hold the entire business community hostage to that 
18 particular activity. 
19 j Another problem that I heard the gentl~man just before 
I 
20 
21 
22 
I 
me discuss is unemployment. Information on unemployment rates in 1 
 San Ysidro is not easy to obtain due to the extensive presence uf 
j undoc::umen t ed persons and the constant e·bb and flow of the border 
24 However, suffice it to say that it is much higher thatt 
25 in the rest of San Diego. Some estimates, that is to say the 
26 1980 census, indicated an unemployment rate in the entire reg i on 
27 of 18 percent. Recently we did a study specifically in San 
28 
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1 Ysidro, and we -- unemployment was assessed as high as 2G 
· percent. The San Diego unemployment hovers around 4 percent, so 
I 
I' 
'I 
II I, 
!I 
!I 
f .I 
I! 
II 
'I II 
" II 
II 
II 
il 
that gives you an idea of the magni t ude of t h e problem. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Senator Bergeson h as a que--tiofl. 
SENATOR BERGESON: Earlier I asked a ques t ion deal i ng 
primarily wi th the impact of unemployment, particularly 
unemployment insurance, and as it relates to new federa l laws 
where there are special conditions placed on agricu l tural workers 
to be able to obtain employment. 
Has there been any assessment in Sa n Diego County, and 
since you have had a GAIN program o r a Workfare Program for 
sometime, has there been an effort i n trying to, in some way, 
work through some of the job training programs to either re-ski l l ' 
some of those that are currently on the unemployment rolls , and 
particularly in agriculture? 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: No, not by the City .. 
Much of the agriculture has left the portion that l eaves ' 
the City. Much of the agriculture remains 1n the Chu l a Vi sta 
area. Some agriculture in San Diego, but not in as great a 
number. The City of San Diego, I believe the l arger agr i r.ul t u ral 
i! pockets are in the northern part of the City, but you r question 
!I is still the answer, as far as I know, is stil l no. 
,I 
'I 
ie bit aboot th i s in a mom 
have been in touch with PIC to try to develop the kind of job 
training that would be specific to the particular resources in 
l' that area, and to try to maximize the employment of the people in 
I
I! that particular region. And if I may, I 'll refer to it and 
II 
---
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perhaps it might answP-r some of the questi onE that you \'li 11 be 
.t!·;k i ny. 
The numLer and type of jobs in the local economy arc 
concentrated currently in retail and services. A portiun ot 
c ons,imers in Sdll Ysidro are residents, but a great number are 
visitors crossing the international bordP.r. As a border 
75 
1 community , San Ysidro theoretically offers Mexican shoppers easy 
access to goods and services that are not readily avaiJ.able in 
Mex ico . 
Since the devaluation of the peso in 1981 to down to 
approximatP l y 1700 pesos per dollar today, the number of Mexican 
shoppers that frequent retail outlets in San Ysidro has drori ·ed 
considerably. The ex t ent of the eeunomic damage from the pebc's 
devaluatio11 on ~an Ysidro's economy is extensive. Retail outlets 
in a large commercial center built just prior to ~he devaluatjon 
are now about 75 percent vacant. Many small businesses hav~ 
closed. The number of unemployed and underemployed workers haE 
incrensed. 
The recent NASSCO problem gravely 1mpacted the entire 
South Bay area. FowE:ver, development of manufacturing p l ants in 
Otay Mesa offers a st r ong ray of hope for South Bay employment; 
The need f or jnh t ~aining and retrainjng is vital, particularly 
mises highe-!'-paying wege:<; and 
less vulnerahi ! ity to the fluctuation of the peso. 
Basic literacy is also a vitally needed component to any 
26 employment training program. A worker's inability to even fill 
27 out a work app l ication greatly reduces his or her job 
28 opportunities. 
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It i s i mportant for the state to adopt l eg i s l at i on a nd 
increase funding for job training and employment programs for 
i\ youth and adults. And I wonder if there would be any questions 
:I 
II 
cnncerning auy specifics? 
II And I would answer to further elaborate on legislation , 
I the legislation should, I believe, make an analysis of the 
I 
il situation, the region. If an analysis were made, it wou l d be 
I 
I 
clear to the state that that entire South bay area, particularly 
! 
I 
the San Ysidro area, is in great need for a strong program of job 
training, and yet PIC does not have a location there. 
I This year, I have been there but one year, and we have 
,) been in contact, in communications, with the PIC RETC program, 
!I 
1
1
! and we have even been discussing now a l ocation, perhaps between 
San Ysidro and the Otay Mesa community. One proposal that I was 
:I 
~ suggesting to the City had to do with the acquisition of land, 
l1 City land, and perhaps do a state-city-private program that can 
I work so well, a partnership that we can form, all of us form , to 
\1 both provide land, provide buildings, provide training, with a 
II specialization coming from the various private sector par t i es 
Jl that are developing in the reg ion. 
While I do mention the manufacturing that's going up i n 
il 
jl Otay Mesa, there is also job availability with Rohr and some 
l o~her industries in the area. However, I mentioned the literacy, 
11 basic literacy is a very important component. The i ll iteracy 
J makes the workers in the region ineligible to take advan t age of 
I basic jobs that they could obtain, even in Rohr. Rohr is hiring, 
\
1 but the -- unfortunately, the people are undertrained, and 
I 
I 
i! 
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t herefore are no t in competit ion for the jobs that Pohr n~ed:;, 
the workers th2t Rohr needs. 
So, we need a strong job training and retraining fnJ 
those that w~1e l aid off at NASSCO. Job retrainjng in that 
region. 
I do know that downtown, NASSCO and various othe r people 
have instituted a program for r~training the people that were 
laid off. But if you do not come to the people that are very 
' poor, and whose economic resources are so limited to travel to 
job training centers, unless we go down to them, thes~ peopl~ arE· 
locked in a poverty cycle that, as time goes by, becomes eve~ 
more difficult break. 
Problem Number Three _, 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Senator Bergeson has a question. 
SENATOR BERGESON: We've had a good deal of information 
I' 
~ from San Diego County as the programs ~ave been determined to be, 
1
! perhaps, the role··playing as far as where counties should be 
~ going in providing R lot of these job training programs. 
' 
I guess I'm somewhat concerned when I hear some of ~ou~ 
remarks as far as the inadequacies in job training. 
To what extent ar~ cities, an~ particularly your cit~, 
' 
j working with thf'~ county in integrating programs that ar·e going to 
~·~-~~~Ll~~~~the_JU~~-£Lf,~aa¥7~~~ce4i4f~i~c~iP~r~o~g~r~a~m~sT-sstiti~e~h a~s ttflh~o~s~e  
24 
that occur in the border areas, as opposed to those, obviously, 
25 
in other parts of the county? 
26 I need to get some feel, perhaps, where the needs art:!, 
27 
because we've been -- at least I've always given Senator Deddeh a 
28 
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great dea l of credi t for a ll t h e grea t things h e ' s done for fan 
Diego County. 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: He certain l y has. 
SENATOR BERGESON: He was doing just fine. 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: He certain y has, and in t .he 
South Bay particularly, he has been tremendous, a tremendous 
asset. 
I 
SENATOR BERGESON: I also represent a portion of San 
11 Diego County, so I --
'1 
I; 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Do you? 
SENATOR BERGESON : appreciate many of the ef f orts 
I 
1 there as well, but I'd like to have some idea as to why th is 
II isn ' t coming together? 
II COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Well, I said-- you 'll 
I remember that earlier I said that there has been, I feel, and I 
! 
~~ am expressing a personal opinion, and I think that probabl y I ' m 
it expressing an opinion held by a lot of people is that local 
'I I, city and county governments have really not paid much attent i on 
II 
li to the southern portion. 
1: 
!I 
I 
11 half of my district -- my district encompasses all the downtown 
I I area, the finance center, also in the Balboa Park area -- but 
Physically, the southern portion of San Diego, which i s 
I 
II 
~ only physically separated, but there are two small cities in 
between: Chula Vista and National City. 
I 
I So, there has been a tendency because of that phys ica l 
27 separation, there has been a tendency on the part o f l oca l 
28 
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government, both at the city a11d county levels, to not focus on 
2 those - - the needs of the South Bay. 
3 
So, while there are programs, more vigorous programs, in 
4 
the northern portion of the city, and many -- I know I've heard, 
5 
though that is not my district a.11d 1 have not focused my 
6 
attention on that -- but I do know that there have been some 
7 efforts between - - with the County and the City in the northern 
8 part of the district, or the City . Those efforts are not there 
9 
in tile southern portion, the portion along the border. 
10 There's another tactor, too, which is my personal 
II observation , if I may be so free to say, is that we have a very 
12 strange phenomenon in San Diego. Jn all its history, there's be 
13 almost an effort to pretend that it does not exist next to the 
14 Mexican border. I was raised in San Ysidro myself, and grew up 
15 in the South Bay area, and I have lived in most parts 9f the City 
16 and County. 
17 And it has been my observation that this is so, and it's 
18 almost like a lot of effort is put out to pretend Mexico doesr.'t · 
19 exist. And to the detriment, because we're there. Mexico --
20 Ti j uana is a very large city. We have problems with sewage; we 
21 b.ave problems -- we h ave common assets. We also have common 
22 problems, and not the least of which have encompassed the 
23 unempl oymen t and t:fie eeonoruic opp t .o 
24 ' address and to view our proximity to Mexico as a real tremendous 
25 
26 
27 
28 
I asset that really makes us an international city on the rim of 
~ ::: :::i:::: ::::::dt:n:e::::::ef::dt::y:e::h:e::::lM:::::::·J::t 
~ south of us." 
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I 'm very happy we ' re do i ng it n ow , bu t we ' ve wasted so 
much time. So, I think that's p art of the reason why t he ben ign 
neglect, or not so benign, but t he neglect is because it ' s next 
to Mexico. That ' s been part of our turning our back s to tha t 
region. 
That's just a persona l observation. 
SENATOR BERGESON : I hope that the resources that you r 
county has to offer wou l d be bet ter shared. So I think your 
' discussion should not on l y take place in Sacramento , bu t al so 
within your own county. 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS : Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: If I may add, I think the Counci l woman 
is just too modest to state that, and I've been watch ing San 
1 
Ysidro as part of. my district and as a man who ' s lived in the 
I !' South Bay for almost 30 years, the only time that San Ysidro was 
II consid~red at all to be part of San Diego was when Ce l ia 
I' 
II Ballesteros became a Counci l woman. Before her, Jess Haro was a 
II 
I' Councilman. And from different intervals, San Ysidro was a 
il 
I stepchi l d of the City of San Diego. 
One gentleman by the name of 
:I 
II descended 1 i ke an octopus' arms under 
I it, but be l ieve it -- and grabbed San 
: 
Fletcher, in 1953-54, 
the Bay -- if you believe 
Ysidro to make it part of 
----
2
-
3
- t-' ~rn---A-Tl:>rrrr,-- 'f+--i-.:::--::r1hiotit-a m i 11 ion rn i 1 
24 separated by National City and Chula Vista. 
25 I represent it, and I cannot tell you how and where the 
26 City of San Diego becomes the heir apparent and the parent to San 
27 Diego, but it is a fact of life. And I am look i ng forward now to 
28 
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working very closely with a dear friend, your successor, Bob 
Filner. I think he's going to do a good job. 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I am sorry you are not the 
Councilwoman for the next four years, but I have no control ever 
that. I don't even vote in the City of San Diego. 
But al.so, I think I might add before we give the wrong 
impression to a lot of people, that SouthwestP.rn College is now 
going to have a satellite --
COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: I hope, if you're able to 
pull that off. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: in .San Ysidro. 
I think, not withstanding what happens, but the 
development, the magnificent development and growth of Otay Mesa, 
I industrially and housing and so on, there is no chance in the 
world but for that to spill over to the whole South Bay. And the 
primary beneficiary, unless I read it wrongly, will be San 
Ysidro. Becau~e 117, as you know, which also connects 805 with 5 
I and spills down to San Ysidro, a"d this Senator, the Chairman of 
I the Senate Transportation Coro~ittce, will see to it that 
I transportation to San Ysidro and out of it will be guaranteed and 
I 
taken care of. I can assure you. 
1 
CQITNC ILWOMAN BALLES~r.;Eg.RROOSS--t:---':!T~hna:iinE¥.kiE-vy~or\lu~vr-Ee~r~yr-lmllt'uucchh~.--jiE----t--
appr eciate that. 
And not to create another 
CHAIRMAN DF.DDEH: That.' s the last, because your ve over 
extended not ynuz welcome -- you're always welcome here but 
this lady has to' take time out. 
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COUNCILWOMAN BALLESTEROS: I'm sorr y , I wi ll fi n i sh . 
Just simply brief l y , in order to allow that district for 
the first t i me in a l most 20 years to have a free e l ection, a nd 
not have a l ways an appointed counci l member, which is what ' s l ed 
to the probl ems that Senat or Deddeh talked about, neglect, I 
promised that I would not run i n the election and allowed a free 
election for the first time so t hat perhaps the pressure of the 
political process will bring more -- focus more attention i n t hat 
urea. 
Problem Number Three, and I will briefly go through it, 
the constant presence that is the Border Patrol. The constant 
J 
r presence of the Border Patrol in San Ysidro is another factor 
I that plays into the depressed social and economic condition of 
the area. And I'm not going to speak of the merits of what it 
does or does not as far as its own job; I'm only talking about 
how it affects San Ysidro. 
Loud Border Patrol helicopters undermine a peacefu l 
quality of life. Residents have expressed that the presence of 
urrned agents gives a negative and threatening image to the 
community and debilitates small businesses. 
My recommendation to the State Legis l ature, t o 
, Legislators, is to increase and to improve communications with 
federal government to reduce or mitigate the omnipresence of 
Border Patrol. 
I 
In summary, these are a few of the issues that are 
I 
~ j ta~jng the economic vitality of the border area of San Ysidro. 
; To the extent that the State of California can strengthen its 
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relationship with Washington offices and play a more active r0J~ 
in shaping border policy by monitoring federal actions which 
1 impact Calitornia··t.1exico relations, and provide federal officials 
with a California perspective, the community of San Ysidro and 
the border area in general will be better off. 
I would also like to note that on November 2, the City 
Council unanimously adopted o resolution in support of th~ 
recommendations prepared by the California State Task Force on 
California and Mexico R~lations in their report, strengthening 
California and Mexico relations. 
I will be working to see that the State Legislature 
begins implementation of these recommendations immediately, and I 
urge this Committee to do the same. 
Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you, Celia. It was a privilege 
having y.ou here. 
COUNCILWOMAN BALLES,fEROS: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: With that, we'll take a break. 
(Thereupon a brief recess was taken.) 
CHAIRfvlAN DEDDEH: We are 15 minutes late, and I'm sorry, 
but that ' s how the ball }?ounces sometimes. 
I think my next witness would be Mr. Fred Knechel, 
j Execut i vc Direct~ ...c.a~ex.ic.o Chamber of Commerce. 
II 
:I MR. KNECHEL: Honorable Senator Deddeh and Committee 
I 
! Members, I wish to take this opportunity to expresb the Chamber's 
, appreciat~on for your concern on our border problems and to be 
the opportunity to testjfy before your CommitteP. 
li 
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Th e first item I wi ll address will b e t h e d e g ree o f 
dependence upon the Mexican economy by our local region on t he 
Mexican border. One of the barometers on the effect of the 
Mexican economy is our local annual taxable sales, as reported on 
the chart that I have provided. This chart revea l s what effect 
both the minimum wage in Mexico and the peso devaluation compared 
I 
to the u.s. dollar had on our local taxable sa l es . 
As an example, in 1981 , figures disclose t hat the per 
hour minimum wage in Mexicali was $1.53, and the peso compared to 
the dollar was 26.64. In that year, tax sales in Calexico were a 
record high of $138,086,000. You'll note annually the decrease 
in our annual taxable sales as the minimum wage and the 
devaluation of the peso lowered the purchasing power of the 
Mexican customers. 
You'll note in 1982, minimum wage went from 1.53 to 75 
cents; and down to 64 cents in '83; 71 cents , there was a slight 
increase in the sales; in 1985, it went up to 81 cents, and a l so 
an increase in the annual sales; 1986, there was a drop, it went 
down to 56 cents an hour, and again we had a decrease in the 
taxable sa l es. Also you' l l notice i n the exchange rate, how ma ny 
pesos per dollar. 
This year, 1987, the minimum wage in Mexica1i is 52 
cents an hour. We do not have the figures for 1987, o course, - , ---
how it's affecting our sales, but we feel that it wil l be a lower 
amount. 
These figures are not just numbers, but include jobs. 
In the City of Calexico, which depends mostly on the shoppers 
85 
I 
!I from Mexicali, we l ost approximately 700 jobs in that first p~so 
I 
2 
I 
3 jl 
devaluation, from 19P.J-82. This is in addition to the in~ume 
loss, a loss of City r~venues from taxes and licenses. 
4 !! 
The direct dependence on the Mexican trade in CalPxico 
5 
I' ~mounts to approximately 80 percent, depending on the type of 
6 ccmmerce. 
7 
Any questions up to this point? 
8 
CHAIRMAN DEDnEH: The only comment I have is, the same 
9 thinq happens "''hen the dollar drifts downward. It affects the 
10 
whole international market. They can buy from us, but you see, 
II 
we cannot buy from Japan when the dollar is worth about 172 yen 
12 or whatever. So, ou~ dollar e1Jso affects international commerce. 
13 It's technically the same thing. 
14 MR. KNECHF.L: Yes, a little difference, though, is that 
15 
l 
16 
lj 
17 I, 
18 II 
19 
II 
of course the peso's tied to the dollar, and as the dollar drops, 
the peso clrops. 
CHAIR~AN DEDDEH: Of course, the peso's too close. It 
actually destruyt!d the economy of San Ysidro for awhile when the 
peso was devaluated. It really did. 
20 MR. KNECHEL: Calexico is uniq~~ as n border city in . . 
21 II 
t hat we don't have a San Diego to the north; we're not buffered 
we're much more depe~dent upon the economy of 22 t like El Paso. So, 
Mexico than_llll2~L-~-----------------------------------------------------r---­l 3 
24 II CHAIRMAN DFDDEH: I understand. , Shoppers in San Diego 
I 
tron' •r ijuana nVC:!rnged about $250-300 million a year. That is for 
the whole County of San Diego. Rut the bulk of that money was 
25 
26 
27 spent iP the South Bay, especially around San Ysidro. 
28 
When the peso was d~valuated, the economy of the South 
2 
Bay was sh 11 tte~· eu , t:~tJecially in San Ysidro. lt_ a.ffected e~ll of 
us: National City, Chula Vista, Imperial Beach, and San Ysidro. 
4 
MP. FNECHEL: The next item are sugge~tion~ for 
5 
buffering the border economy from Mexico's economy. Sever al 
6 
speakers before me have audrcE:se0. the problem, and most of them 
7 
agree that I~pP-rial County must diversify its economy to 
8 encourage ne\¥ inuusu:·ies to locate on the U.S. side of the 
9 
border, thereby provi~ing new jobs and income and support local 
10 bus i ness. 
II Promote tourism. The Cale}:icu Chamber of Commerce this 
12 year, especially, has be~n very aggressive. We're going out to 
13 different areas with -- operating with the Mexicali Tourism 
14 Conventi0n Bureau. We're working together. We're going to such 
15 areas as Bullhead City --
16 CHAIRMAN DEDDFH: Where is that? 
17 MR. FNECHEL: Bullhead City, Arizona, the London Bridge, 
18 .Lake Havasu, and in that area along the Colorado River. 
19 ~ve' ll also be putting on our first expo in Yuma. 
20 There ' s a large snow bird population in the Arizona area along 
,J 
2 1 
1 the Co l orado River. We're trying to get them to ce;me to visit: 
22 Calexico, possibly stuy, visit Mexicali. And it's a cooperative 
23 
24 Rnreau. 
25 Again, as a small community, we do not have the funds 
26 that a large city, such as the San Diego Convention Tourist 
27 Bureau, or other areas that have a lot of motels, a lot of bed 
28 
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t ax, so by work ing wi th Mexicali , we're able to pool our limited 
2 
funds and to go out into othe r areas . 
We will jointly be pu t_ t j n q up t .i l l boards, r n nn i nq .-H l s in 
4 differen t travel magazines, and again, putting on these tourist 
5 expos . Thi s i s to encourage t ourism . 
6 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Senator Bergeson has a question. 
7 SENATOR BERGESON: I was just asked a q uestion , and I'll 
8 pass it on to you. 
9 What do you teel can be done, say, in the problem of 
10 Customs, where the changes a r e, if there ' s a real problem with 
11 re-entry? Do you c ommunicate at all with the federal governn;ent 
12 in any efforts to r. ry to alleviate that problem? 
13 MR. KNECHEL : Yes, I wi ll be addressing the port of 
14 entry a Jittle bit later, but that definitely is a problem. 
15 Like I say, the tourism i s a clean industry. It's, I 
16 think, the second large~t income for the State of California. 
17 The state recently, i n the last couple of years, has been very 
18 aggre~sive. They've put up $ 5-6 million. I've attended the 
19 Governor ' s Conference on Tourism for about three years n9w, and 
20 it is r eally being compet i tive with other states. 
2 1 We woul d like t o see possibly more impetus on our area. 
I We are a r u r u l area, nnd unfor t unately the bigger area s , such as 
3- raz:.ang.£L Connty I with Disne yland , I< noLL I 5 Be av~ a 
24 I! lot. of clout in the state tourism, and we would like to see - -
25 11 olthough this year, for the first time, there is a Rura l Tourism 
26 Department which is he l ping us. 
27 
28 
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Next item, three, as far as buffering the border 
2 
e conomy, impr ove the border pnrt of entry £ac1lities and provide 
3 
per!:>umwl to man t:hese facilities. INS, Immigration 
4 
Naturalization Services, r~cently increased its personnel, 
5 
although it still takes 8-12 months to receive a border cros!:>111g 
6 
card. Border crossing cards are used mainly by local persons 
7 
from Mexicali who wish to shop in Calexico; therefore, these 
8 
delays in receiving a herder crossing card results in 
9 
discouraging people from applying for these cards, and thereby a 
10 
loss of prospecti_ve shoppers. 
II 
The reason - - although this is a federal probl~m -- the 
I2 
reason I bring ~his up, and as the Senator pointed out, we do 
I3 
have some able representatives in our California Legislature, but 
I4 
mlfortunately, in Washington we have half of a Congressman, 
15 
Congressman Duncan Hunter, · who is doing a good job, but, for 
16 
instance, in t.he San Diego area, you ha.ve four. CongrE::ssmen. We 
17 
just don't have the pol1tical clout in Washington to improve our 
IS 
pnrt facilities. 
19 
CHAIID1AN DEDDEH: This point, point number three, Mr. 
20 Kneche ~ , I think could be solved really udministratively. I am 
2I 
sure that Congressman Hunter, using his clout, and influencE-:- arJd 
22 
relationship with thE:: administration because this does net 
n h eavily 
24 them. I think they could do it. 
25 MR. KNECHRL: An example of political clout, we had a 
26 meeting with a dibtrict dir~ctor from San Diego. He infcrmed us 
27 that -- I don't n~member the exact number of new persormel -- the 
28 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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9 
10 
B9 
State of Texas receivPd 50 percent of those new personnel aL 
t hPi r border checkpoint. There again, 'l'exas has c' terri fie clout 
1n Washington. 
CHAIR!'I'.AN DEDDEH: They have a Speaker by the name of Jim 
Wright. I thi nk he comes from Texas. 
an area. 
MR. KNECHEL: Yes. 
Bnt it's an example of what political clout can do for 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: It makes an awful lot of difference. 
MR. KNECHEL: But we do see light at the end of the 
11 tunnel regarding the current port facility. The U.S. Senate 
12 Appropriations Committee recently voted $14.2 million for the 
13 Ca.lexico port of entry, including 9 million for a new commercial 
14 . gate, and 5.2 million to revamp the existing vehicular and 
15 pedestrian crossing. With close to a million people across the 
16 border . in Mexicali, - an adequate facility is very i~portant to the 
17 local border economy. 
18 ' 'f·here again, I've already addressed the point cf the 
19 politic~! clout, but this, I feel, is where the California 
w r.egislatur~ and our representatives can maybe help us to point 
21 , out these prcl.;lems that we have in our area, and how <m adequate 
n facility would help the local economy. 
_____ This is-an industry. A millien people. And-ro- ----
M ' understanding is that only 20 percent, or 25 percent, have 
25 crossing cards. These are prospective shoppers that would help 
26 thP -- definitely help the area. 
27 
28 
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Some of the suggestion that I -- that the Chan1ber 
2 
recommends for legislative action, and possibly nonlegislative 
3 
action, that would stimulate the economy of the local region --
4 
·- after listening to one of the other speakers, I would probabli 
5 
withdraw the statement about providing more funds, because --
6 
(Laughter.) 
7 
MR. KNECHEL: I know how the Senator feels about 
8 
that. 
9 
SENATOR BERGESON: Let me interrupt. 
10 
I think it's just a question of getting your fair share 
11 
of tflosP. funds. 
12 
MR. KNECHEL: Well, my point ~as that possibly the 
13 
state, through the Commerce Department, and since we do not have 
14 
the tax base -- hotelR, restaurants, bed tax -- normally to 
15 
create -- an example: Bullhead Ci~y, or rather the Lake Havasu 
16 
area, had a budget for promotion of over $100,000. This is just 
17 
a lit t le desert town out in the middle of the -- or n~xt to the 
18 Colorado River in Arizona. And our budget amounts to about 
19 
$8,000. 
20 
But like I say, we're stretching it o~t - by going with 
21 
Mexicali and promoting the two areas. 
22 CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You have a beautiful attraction in the 
1 
24 MR. KNECHEL: Yes, but we're limited to ' the facjlities 
25 hotels, resorts, t hP ones that generate the bed tax monieB 
26 that could be used for the promotion. 
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Also, what I would like to se~, although under the Rural 
F<>nalssam.:e, there are grants avct ilubl e thilt. could be uti 1 i zed 
for brochures and other promotional items. 
This would also apply to, of course, industry. we do 
not have the industry. We need monies to promote the industry. 
And it seems like in an area that has a lot of industry, it sort 
of snowballs, Dnd the money is there. But it you don't hav~ the 
industry, you need help to start. 
Number three, do not in Sacramento enact legislation 
that would be derogatory to out of state residents, particularly 
residents of Mexico. An example of a Catch 22 is through the 
enactment of the requirement that all drivers in California have 
liability insurance. For a period of ti~e, insurance was not 
available to residents of l'~exico. No company would sell them 
insurance. 
What we need, possibly, is the requir~ment, or some form 
I 
I 
of insurance sii~ila~ to what Mexican auto insurance offers. When I 
an American touris't goes to Mexico, he can buy one or t\\IO-clay, or I. 
a Trip policy, and that covers his liability in Mexico. 
If the state is going to enact this, then there should 
I 
I 
I 
be some sort of requirement that this in$urancP. is available at a ·~ 
reasonable price to residents of Mexico. But there is a 
I 
I 
.requi:rement n0w that re uires all dr'~r_s to have 1 iabjlity 
I 
insurance. Unfortunately it's either very . expensive or not 
available at all. 
The other thing that was brought up not so much in 
I Sacramento but in the U.S. Congress is that the cars from .l>1exico, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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automobiles, are required to meet EPA star'1dards as far as 
2 emissions. Now, t-.heRc· caru c.; :ross the border, may be limi ten t.c-1 
3 
12 miles, whatever the border crossing limits, maybe 25 miles. 
4 
Normally they don't go into the Los Angeles basin. If they do, 
5 
the percentage is very minute. But why require cars to meet EPA 
6 standards if they're from Mexico? It's just not that big a 
7 thing. 
8 But it is brought before the Legislature. And these are 
9 the things that we have to watch that will not discourage people 
10 from crossing thP. border, not only to shop in Calexico, but to go 
11 to Disneyland, to other areas, and spend money in California. 
12 Here's one that's been tossed around. At the Chamber of 
13 Commerce we get a lot of complaints from shoppers from Mexicali. 
14 They li.ve out of the country. Why should they pay a loca.l sales 
15 tax? 
16 What we feel that -- to stimulate local business, and to 
17 stiJnulate local shoppers -- and I believe at one time in Texas 
18 this was done, that if a person has a border crossing card, or a· 
19 passport, they were excluded from the sales tax. They now are 
20 excluded if they have a business and have a card·iusued by the 
21 State Board of Equalization through the Mexican Chamber of 
22 Commerce. 
24 Mexican residents were exempt from the state sales tax, not the 
25 local sales tax. The one percent should stay in the border area 
26 for the services that the border areas provide. When you have 
27 50,000 people crossing daily, that requires a larger police 
28 
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department, a larger arr.bulance service, and so forth, and certain 
services. 
So, we feel that to stimulate husiness from the border, 
across the border, do away with the state sales tax but retain 
the local sales tax. 
Legislative action similar to the Enterprise program 
~hat would stimulate foreign investment in the border region --
in other words, there's a lot of people that we get in our office 1 
asking, "How do we open a business in Calexico, or El Centru, or 
Imperial County?" These are people that have businesses in 
Mexicali; perhaps they don't fee) secure with the peso 
devaluation and the runaway inflation. They would like to 
establish in California; open up businesses; invest their money. 
Maybe some way this type of foreign investment . could be given 
some sort of initiative similar to the Enterprise Zone, and that 
~hould hel~ stimulate the local economy. 
Are there any questions? 
. CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I don't have any questions. 
SENATOR BERGBSON: Have you been actively involved in 
recruiting for the maqujladora program? 
MR. KNECIIEL: Yes. As people come ir,to my office, of 
course we try to get them to locate in Calexico. \\'e:: show them 
our facilities that we have available. 
manpower pool. 
But if they're definitely interested in Mexical1, we 
fepJ then it's better at lea~t to have them there than lose them 
compl~Lely, so th~n we do --
94 
SENATOR BERGESON: How many programs do you have 
2 
~urrently, or do you have any current programs in Calexico? 
3 
MR. KNECHEL : We actually work with the City. The City 
4 
5 
has the --Margaret Walk spoke earlier. She's the Economic 
Developer for the City. I 
6 
SENATOR BERGESON: Bow many maquiladora programs do you I 
have? 
7 
8 
MR. KNECHEL: . In Calexico? The twin plant type? None 
9 I to my knowledge. There are some assembly· plants in Calexico. 
lO 
We're working to get two or three right now, but as far as direct 
11 
maquiladora plants in Calexico, to my knowledge, they might have 
12 
an office on this side, but there's no assembly going on on this 
13 
side of. the border. 
14 
There are assembly plants, but not necessarily twin 
15 
plants in ~exicali. 
16 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Any other questions? 
17 
Thank you very much. 
18 
MR. KNECHBL: Once again, I'd like to thank you for the · 
19 
opportunity to speak. 
20 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Our pleasure. 
21 
My last witness is Mr. Tony Gomez, President-Elect of 
22 
the San Ysidro Chamber of Commerce. 
MR. GOMEZ: nk you very much. My name is Tony Gomez. 
24 
I am the President-Elect of the San Ysidro Chamber of Commerce. 
25 
I am also the owner of San Ysidro Insurance Agency, 
26 
which is an area that J did want to touch on just a little bit. 
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Let me just begin by, perhaps, correcting something that . 
our Councilwoman said, Celia Ballesteros. We are not the 
stepchild of San Diego. We are the grandparents or senior 
cit.i7.ens that have been forgotten. Tqey don't seem t.o want to 
come down and say, "You need our help; we're here to help you." 
One of the things that has happened to San Ysidro is 
that we have grown tremendously, besides all of the negative 
things that have happened to us. It has been said that when 
Mexico City or Washington, D.C. sneeze, we ca~ch a cold. 
Unfortunately that is very, very true. Our economy is pretty 
rough and it's pretty down. 
The Chamber of Commerce in the. last couple of years is 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I approaching our problems not as a problem. I'm sitting here and 
1 I'm listening to everyone talk about problem areas. We're ' i 
talking about how do we solve these things. How can we get away 
from having to ask somebody for whatever? 
One of the main topics that has been ~alked about has 
bef'n tourism. We do have the largest and the busiest port of 
entry. We're next to Tijuana that is 2 million population. We 
talked -- I'm hearing now also of problems crossing the border. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
rome to · our border and see how one percent of that, trying to get ~~~ 
across over here, plus 22 that is tourism coming here, and you 
really have a oorder pi'-00-lem~.---------------------r--
Our wait -- it's not unusual to wait on the border for 
2-2~ hours. On holidays, forget about going to Tijuana. 
We also have the problem and again, let's look at it 
27 after I finish with this, look at it as a positive -- the City of 
28 
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San Diego, through the Visitors and Convention Bureau and th~ 
2 Downtown Chamber of Commerce, spend millions ar.d millions oi 
dollars to promot~ San Diego and the beautiful weather that w·e d.c 
4 have th~re to people all over the world, not just all over the 
5 
country. This year we will have the Super Bowl, and we do have 
6 the Wutld Cup, the American Cup, coming into San Diego. 
7 You can imagine the amount of tourism we're going to 
8 havP, and that is going to be only the beginning. When they get 
here, these are people that will be corning back year after year. 9 
10 We hope to have another Super Bowl. 
11 What do we do in San Ysidro? So tar we haven't done 
12 anything other than say, "How do we take advantage of it?" 
13 We have taken an inventory of. ourselves. We are a 
14 border culture, and we decided that until we understand 
15 ourselves, aside of understanding percentages, we have to 
16 . understand what a border culture is. We have people that h_ave 
17 come from Mexico not yet understanding how to do bu~iness in the 
18 Uuited States. Therefore, they are not using the banking system, 
19 so we dq not have full services of banks. 
20. So let's go back to the tourisn. We are in the process 
21 of developiLg what is known as the Hacienda. We call 1t the San 
n Ysidro Hacienda, but it will be put on 15 acres of land. It will 
24 Berry Farm. It will be very unique in that we will have the 
25 shops. We are trying t,o put the shops in the way simulating what 
26 San Ysidro used to be like. They will be coming to visit our 
27 park. It's going to be like stepping back in time somewhat. A 
28 
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I 
Ivery clean park. We will have everything that a tourist is 
actually looking for when he comes to this region. 
We hope to attract 2 million, aud that is one percent of 
1 the tourists that cross the border. We at~ also, with 2 million 
population in San Ysidro -- I'm sorry, in Tijuana -- that would 
be 350,000 if we asked for 17 percent of those people to come and 
visit our park. San Diego County is also another 2 million 
population, another 17 percent. 
We're asking them to spend an approximate amount of $JB 
a day. Our figures right now, and these are just preliminary 
1 figures, we're seeing where this tourist industry could bring to 
San Ysidro an amount of $82 million a year after expenses, after 
management expenses, utilities, taxes, loans on construction, 
percentages on the construction loans. We're looking at a 
neighborhood of over $60 million that would be staying in San 
Ysidro. Companies working there would be local business people. 
Now let me get back to the banking system. We're 
putting together a local economic development corporation. Celia 
Ballesteros has begun that for us. Now we're able to deal with 
20 the border culture. Now people that c.ome from Mexico wanting to 
21 do business here, that have not established credit, that cannot. 
22 go to the bank and get a conventional loan, will be able to get a 
24 San Ysidro. 
25 We're looking to generate our own economics. We're 
26 putting together our own ljttle city, and I think that that is 
27 one of th~ smartest ways that we can go. 
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San Ysidro does not have any entertainment. We don't 
have any theaters; we don't have any skating rinks, bowling 
alleys, and there isn't anything for the people to do there. 
They either gu to Chula Vista, Mission Valley, or elsewhere. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
We hope, through this economic development corporation, 
I 
it 1 
to not invite 80rnebody to come and put in a bowling alley, and 
not invite somebody to come in put up a t.heater; we want to do 
ourselves. If we do it, we hire our own people. We keep the I 
money there, and everything is for our own economy. We can fix I 
our own streets; we can do the things that we need to do. And 
eventually, we hope to be our own city. 
In~urance is going to be very, very important to us. As 
the gentleman that spoke before me mentioned, we are going to be 
strapped in our community if we cannot: get insurance for those 
folks that are coming from Tijuana. 
We also have a large percentage of those that are 
wor~ing in National Steel and Shipbuilding, Rohr Industry, and 
some of the other .businesses that cannot get that insurance. I 
think that we are really, really in a problem area if we don't do I. 
some t hing about that. particular situation. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: · I know just recently the State Su~rcme 
Court uphPld the mandatory insurance law that we had passed. It 
was somewhat mandator ou know how that. 
constitutional and it's upheld by the State Supreme Court. 
Yuu might as weJl be braced for that, b~cause we are 
going to require it. 
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MR. GOMEZ: Well, we're bracing for it, and as a matter 
of fact, we're already seeing some of the ramifications of it. 
As I understand it, and I'm going to question the 
authority of the Border Patrol to ask for this insurancP.. I 
understand some of the Border Patrol and INS people are asking as 
they cross. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I'm glad that they are. Probably they 
excuse themselv~s by saying, "Look. We're federal agents, and 
this is a state law. We don't have to enforce it, but you know 
what that law is." 
If anybody is P.ver stopped for any type of traffic 
violation, the first question now is, "Do you have insurance?~ 
And if you don't, you're in trouble, rich or poor. 
MR. GOMEZ: And our e~onomy's going to be in trouble. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Sure, sure. 
MR. GOMEZ: Unless we can do something for them. 
People coming across to buy, to purchase, for the San 
Ysidro local economy certainly is the local person. 
CHATPMJ\.N. DEDDI!:H: Tony, do you remember how much money 
is spent in San Diego County as a whole by purchasers from 
Tijuana that come and spend? Is it $300 million, or $250-300 
million? 
MR. GOMEZ· 
CHJ\. IRMAN DEDDEH: I'd appreciate it if you could 
research that. I remembered that it's in fact higher than this. 
MR. GOME~: We may have something at. the Chamber. Dor.'t 
forget, I'm only the Elect. I haven't been in office yet to 
st~rt implementing some of these thinys. 
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I 
But we're looking at our situation on a positive way. I 
i 
We do neP.d hPlp, obviously. One of our biggest problems is that 
we're so far aw~y from our representatives. The City Council in 
San Diego, while they do take an oath of office to represent the 
City of San Diego, we are a part of the City of San Diego • . But 
sine~ they're so Ubed to saying the City of San Ysidro, we're not 
a city. We're just a community, and we need their help. We need 
their help in that they can, perhaps, help us clean and give us 
all of the faciliti~s to clean the streets, to help us in the 
planning stages, to help us with zoning changes; any of these 
things that we may need help with. 
We're not asking them for money, by the way. We feel 
that once we can clean up this environment, and perhaps get rid 
of the image in San Ysidro, the negative image in San Ysidro, we 
can attract the business to come in and decide, "We want to 
invest in this community." 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: May I give you free, unsolicited 
advice, if I may, Tony. f•m going to give it anyway, e1.ther here 
or in San Ysidro. 
You have just elected a very decent Councilman that · 
repl-esents the 8th District, who is succeeding Celia. Bob Filner 
is a man who's already ma<.le a commitment to open a local offit:e 
Ysidro or somewhere. 
It. behooves as a leader of the community to start 
working with Bob and have him come to San Ysidro, if not once a 
week maybe once every other week, to sit down with the Chamber, 
----
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sit down with the elders, with the leaders, with the comnn . mi ty 
lP<H'IPrs c l t.hat. con1munity. a ·ecause San Ysidro, in my opjnion, I 
I hav~ much more faith in the future of San Ysidro than probably a 
I lot of residents of San Ysidro. 
You have no place to go but up. No place to go but up. 
think you've got everything going for you. 
MR. GOMEZ: Part of our agenda for this year is going to 
he putting a delegation of the candidate of the City. One ot th~ 
problems is that they tell us they can't come down to us, then we 
I should be aLle to go up there. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: You go to thP. mountain. 
MR. GOMEZ: Thank you very much . . 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Tony, it's been refreshing. 
There's a question by Senator Bergeson. 
I SENATOR BERGESON: I'd like you to go over the fund1ng 15 
l
j sources for 
16 . . l 
your recreational facility. How do you propose 
You may have stated it, but I wanted to get it 
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straight. 
! MR. GOMEZ: We have set up a corporation, a private 
corporat1on, and the corporation consists of some people in the 
1 ~ijuana area, by the way. The architects are all from Tijuana. 
l we're also working with architects from the City of San Diego. 
I 
l It will be rivate ne of the ways, oddly enough, is 
as soon as our proposals are finished and our iigures are 
accurate I'll just give you some rough figures. We're 
1
starting to put them together now. We plan to visit peopl~ like 
~ Peoro Dornec, the tequila people, and large corporations in Mexico 
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that, perhaps, would bP willing to invest here providing-- let 
11 me S<iY thl~; , thclf. within the complex, we anticipate having a 
I dinner theater. Within this theater we're not going to have 
pldys u1 anything controversial. There will bP a good ballet 
folklorico, good mariachis, and a very good homemade Mexican meal 
for a certain price, o~viously. 
But if, say, Pedro Domec comes and builds the theater., 
we would name thP theater after him and probably serve only their 
product. I think that's a heck of a deal when they consider that 
there will be over a million people coming through that park. 
And the promotion that we anticipate do1ng will be 
piggybacked with t:he Chamber of Commerce, the Downtown Chamber of 
Comme.rce, and thE Visitors and Convention Bureau. So, what we 
havP to do will be to prod~c~ our own pu~licity and promotion anu 
piggyb&ck it ~ith their package. I think that's one of the smart 
\'lays of going. 
The other, obviously, would be to open it up for 
investments. 
SENATOR BERGESON: I would like to remind you, when I 
was living in Los Angeles, when they came and asked if I would 
~ like t o invest in a new project going into Anaheim called 
1
1 
Disneyland, I said, 11 It' 11 never fly. 11 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Ask mP.. 
MR. GOMEZ: I understand that they are putting in 
several million dollars more to do. Of course they do that every 
year, but th~y learned a lesson there. 
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I'~ hoping that we in San Ysidro can learn a lesson. 
The areas that we have chosen, by the way, there's a lot of opPn 
space. And I'm hoping that whoever comes into help us with the 
money will also have th~t vision of saying, "Let's buy around 
it." So in the event that we have to expand, we're not worrjed 
about a Hilton being there or somebody else. Th~t's very 
positive thinking on our part. 
I SENATOR BERGESON: 
all the road~ down there. 
Resides that, you have Wadie to get 
(Laughter.) 
MR. GOMEZ: All roads lead to us. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Listening to you, Tony, you speak ana 
make your presentation like a good President-Elect of the Chamber 
of Commerce of San Ysidro. 
MR. GOMEZ: Thank you. I 
I 
i 
I 
I CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Thank you very much. 
It's 12:20 now. 
I 
We've already gone about 10-15 minutes 1 
beyond our time. 
Senator Bergeson, you had a statement? 
SENATOR BERGESON: I do think that we haven't heard from 
any Education representativeu. 
CHAIRlYJAN DEDDEH: Anybody here from the education 
I 
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o r for ever hold your peae~.-----f--
~~S__:E::..: N::IA.::.._T...::O:...:R::.=..B=E=-R---=G;.=E'--S-=O::...~N=: =-"-We just happen to have someone he< e • I 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: All right. 
Now, can you tell us what you want to tell us in two 
IT inute s or three? 
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MR. LOPEZ: I'm sorry it's so brief, but we'll try. 
I've been list~ning here, and I'm glad I came, even 
though I'm an observe here. 
I'm an acministrator with Imperial Valley College here. 
I'm Ruben Lopez. I'm the Dean of what ' we call the External 
Campus. 
I'm also president of what we call the Border College 
Consortium. We had a previous speaker that talked about Chula 
Vista, the Southwestcrll College campus there. It's also a member 
of the Border College Consortium. We've been working on border 
issues for some 17 years as a consortium of colleges. 
In Octoher of 1984, we met with the President in Texas. 
We developed a training program. We gdt funded for some $3 
million. We trained people in Texas, Arizona aud California. We 
graduated some 1700 people, and we're still working some of the 
projects. So, we've been very interested in border issues over 
the 17 years. 
And I have to say, tot>, that we see so much growth now, 
1 and so much activity along the border that's happening, and I see 
~ it perhaps afflicted with the bypass disease, because bO much 
I I I 
I buRiness is going across the border and bypassing us on this · 
side. Perhaps we're going to become the warehouse district of 
But we are interested in terms of education in t:ryi.ng to 
get communication with both sides. We communicate with somE:: ~2 
technical inst1tutes in Mexico. Right now we're negotiating with 
the Center for International Education to sponsor a symposium. 
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WF-' v~· VICJrb~d wl Lh the United States Intormation Agt>ncy in the 
past for sponsoring symposiurus, conferences, along the border 
region . 
We hear a lot of the Hctivitie~, the Private Industry 
Council and 5everal agencies, training agencies, that are 
1 involved in the border region, and we need all these agencies; 
there's no question about it. 
But too many times, too, the training is too narrow. 
And I think this is where the community colleges can be very 
valuable in each of their locations. \ole have two community 
collE-ges in Texas; we: have two in Arizona; \oiC have two in 
California, Southwestern is the other community college. 
We'v~ had numerous programs that we've worked with. 
We've worked with Central Administration in Mexico City so that 
we are always on target. We don't offend people. We keep our 
I national purpose in mind all the time, and I think we've been 
I 
very Ruccessful. 
I knuw you've taken shots at education today. I've 
I 
I 
listened 
'I 
I' 
I 
CHJHFM~_N DEDDEH: I did. 
MR. LOPEZ: so, we've listened to a lot of this, and we 
have a tremendous task. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: I'm an educator by profession. J 
I taught at a community college, Southwestern College; I taught 
high Sl~hool. And I'm married to a teacher who taught 41 years in 
the classroom, and she just ret1red. So, I have some knowledge 
of education, practical education. 
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I am disturbed by our product~ I want to say that 
publicly, no~ privately. I'm very disturbed by that which we're 
producing. We cannot compare with other countries, other places 
in the world. 
Right now, one out of every four people in the United 
States is functi onally illiterate. One out of every four. 
Remember that figure. It's a good figure for you to 
remember, functionally illiterate. 
MR. LOPEZ: We're awarP of that in college, too. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: And I am voting for 55 percent of the 
total California budget, which is approximately $42 billion 
dollars, 55 percent of it goes to Education, K-university. 
I we ain't producj ng what we should be producing. 
And 
I'm not going to be very kind in voting for funds coming 
next year and the years after. I want to say that publicly ann 
on the record so that CTA, AFT, the administrators and the school 
boards will hear that. 
SENATOR BERGESON: I'd lik8 to ndd also, .though, I do 
think the community colleges have been .trying to pick up the 
pieces. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Oh, I know. I have no quarrel with 
yC'n. 
do. 
MR. LOPEZ: Well, I think, too, you know, we don't want 
to fnll asleep. You know, we have the Gorbachev visit coming to 
Mc~~icu. We've got to present our better face to Mexico. 
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There's got to be a lot of activiL). And I think, too, 
.,.,..- , t.r,lk a lot about Lhe econorni•.! dimeJlSiun here: with Mexi.eo, Lut 
j we don't talk enough about the other dimension that's perhaps 
more important, and that's the political dimension. We ' ve get to 
work hard on that. 
As community colleges, we work very hard on this. We 
have good a good relationship with our educators all up and down 
tht border. We've worked very hard over the 17-18 years now that 
we've been ·together. 
So, I think what we want to bring out all the time, too, 
is that we're alway~ workilty together. We're willing to work 
with othPr agencies, even on the local level, too, I think. It 
i behooves . agencies to work with their local community colleges. 
We have the resources; we have the know-how, and I think we can 
' 
do a lot of things for a lot of these ·agencies that . are trying to 
j make things happen in the border region. 
I I think this is what I want to leave you with today. 
CHAJFMAN DEDDEH: I agree with you. 
MR. LOPEZ: We're working hard. 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: And I agree with Senator Bergeson, 
t hat you people are the ones who are picking up the pieces. 
1! YPn' rc U:tk~ng people because of your open system, your open rule. 
You're taking people who are 18, with or withe 
diploma, and you're trying to give them something, some 
~ wherewithal with which to work in the future and earn a living 
and become a taxpayer instead of a tax user. Fer tha~, I think 
community college is doing a super job. 
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But you ~annot do it all by yourself fur the whole 
2 
I :;ystem. You cannot do it. 
3 
MR. I.OPEZ: Before I leave today, I want to drop 
4 
something of a hot potato, I think, and you can think ab0ut tlns; 
5 
take it back to Sa~rAmento and think about it. 
6 
In Texas, I think, Senator, you mentioned that Texus is 
7 
very active in the maquiladora development. We have a list of 
8 
some 122 in Mexicali. TiJUc:.IJa projected riS the big center of thE:·· 
9 
Pacific Rim. We have to re·spect that. 
10 
But in Texas, too, this semester, students comi~g over 
II 
from Mexico that can deruunstrate a need are being allmved to 
12 enr-oll in their institutions as a state resident, not being 
13 
charged the cut-of-country tuition. This is 'ha~pening in Texas. 
I4 
Su, what we're talking about, too, is tjghtening up that 
15 
1nfrastructure where w~ have the crossover activity between 
16 Mexico and the United States, whether it be training programf.; 
17 I think we'l~ ~ee the day when we will start going over there to 
I8 
Me~•ico to work. I think this is coming very soon, and this is · · 
19 what we're talking about now. Whether we're talking about 
20 midmanagemeHt or -management level positions, we have to be aware 
of what's going on ovPr there. 
22 Thank you. 
24 I 
CHAIRMA 
Well, we WPre supposed to have clo~ed this hearing at 
25 
26 
27 
It's now ten to 1:00, so we're 20 minutes late, but I c~n I 
I 
I 
underf:tClnd that. It's been extremely in±otmative. Good 
witnesses, ex~ellPnt tcsLimony. 
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I want to ~ublicly extend my thanks to Senator Ferg c H0ll 
for joining us -- she's a Member of this Committee -- to the 
staff, to all of you in the audience for being an excellent 
audience. 
Now, fot about two minutes I will allow, if there is 
anybody that feels very compelled, really compelled, to say 
something, step forward or forever hold your peace. 
SENATOR BERGESON: May I? 
CHAIRMAN DEDDEH: Senator Bergeson, I never thought 
you'd do that! 
(Laughter.) 
SENA'l'OR BERGESON: I would lik.e to thank Senator Deddeh 
because I think he's been very helpful. 
But I would like to put some perspective, toe, on ~orne 
of the testimony that I think we've heard today. That is, of 
course, we are having the opportunity'to view two counties in A 
problem that is common to both, but in a totally different 
~1tuation within each county. Where Sau Diego has a wealth of 
resources available Ly virtue of having a different economy~ a 
different populati0n, different political representation by · I 
virtue of numb~rs, as opposed to Imperial County, which has far, 
greatPr diversity as far as, perhaps, with its pronounced i~pact 
of a riculture. 
For us to try to compare the two counties and think the 
same solution is going to work., I think is probably not really 
appropriate under these circumstances. 
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~~i' conc·~>rnr-; ,,rP that we brinq economic activity to both 
c<.•Ltllt 1 e::-, Lut 1 think the thrust muy llitVf· to he in somewhat a 
d if fen~nt \-lay. T think the state's going to bave t .o, perh<1ps, 
play a more active~ role with Imperial, primarily becaus~ I thir>k 
the necessity of providing a yreater infrastructure need is very 
0bvicus to me at this point. 
So, J just wantea to make that clear, as we have 
listened to testimony, that certainly the opportunity to briPS a 
multi-~j ·llion dollar business venture, as San Ysidro is doing, 
may not be t.he r;olut inn for Imperial County at this point. But I 
think inevitably it will occur because of the incrHRsed 
interests, and certa ir.ly the involved conuni tment that Wt:: aJ.l 
share .in bringi11g a much stronger economic bas in to the Valley. 
CHAI~~N DEDDEH: Thank you, Senator. Thank you all. 
Th:"~s neet i ng comes to a close. 
(Thereupon this hearing of 
the Senate Select Commi t.tee 
on Border Issues, Drug 
Trafficking and Contr~band 
w~s adjourned at approximately 
12:53 P.~.) 
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T~STIMONY 
SENATE SRLECT COMMITTEE ON BORDER ISSUES. 
DRUG TRAFFICKING AND CONTRABAND 
The Department of Commerce is the lead state agency responsible 
for job creation in California. The Department has over the 
last several years targeted specific resources to Imperial 
County. as well as launching new statewide economic development 
initiatives which have affected the county. such as the 
Enterprise Zone legislation. the Rural Renaissance initiatives. 
and the Regional Tourism Marketing Progr.am. 
The Department's economic development efforts in Imperial 
County can be broken into two broad categories. Organizational 
development and project development. 
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Organizational development is providing support and technical 
assistance to local e~onomic development organizations through 
the funding of studies. local ·staff and services. and on s·ite 
training. 
Grants 
Regional Economic Development Incorporation (REDI) -~ The 
Department has funded REDI's Bu$iness Retention and 
113 
Expansion Program for two yea~ Total fu · ng_:___$_15!l-.-.U0-00l(J01-..-------
Calexico Enterprise Zone -- The Department has provided one 
year funding for the City to market the Enterprise Zone. 
Total funds: $30.000. 
-2-
Maquiladora Study -·- The Department commissioned a study 
conducted by San Diego State Univer-sity to determine the 
effects of Mexico's Maquiladora Program on the border 
economy. Total funding: $25,000. 
Rural Promotional Grant -- Under the Rural Renai~sance 
initiatives the County has received an entitlement grant 
for economic development activities. Total funding: 
$7.10.000. 
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
Heber -- A $300,000 loan to the Rober Public Utilities 
District for public works for their industrial park. 
Winterhaven -- A $100.000 infrastructure grant for public 
works associated with an R.V. park. 
International Fabricators A $200,000 loan to 
International Fabricators to expand operation in Heber. 
While the Department is the lead state agency for economic 
development. there are· several other federal and state agencies 
funding economic development activities in the County. 
including the small Business Administration. the Economic 
Development Administration and the State Department of Housing 
and Community Development. While all these organizations are 
attempting to assist Imperial County we often find ourselves 
funding competing organizations and spreading scarce resources 
among too many local groups. 
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-3-
Successful economic development programs are typically based 
upon a broad based strategy to creating jobs, including 
industrial attraction. business retention. small business 
assistance, tourism. etc. These activities. however. are 
spread between too many organizations and are not coordinated 
into a coherent economic development program for the County. 
Additionally. economic development programs are only successful 
if there are well-trained local economic development staff. 
Economic development programs targeted to the County should 
include a strong training/technical assistance component. 
The Department of Commerce is committed to working with 
Imperial County on its economic development. We believe the 
community has made substantial progress on its economic 
development efforts. In particular. the fo~mation of REDI 
provides a county-wide vehicle for an integrated economic 
development program which has proven to be a successful model 
in Merced, Tulare. Butte and Stanislaus counties. I encourage 
the Committee to review these successful programs in developing 
strategies for Imperial County. 
53380 
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The world is in a period of extreme change. Current 
structures, ideas and concepts are being challenged by 
significant advances in technoloqy, telecommunications and 
transportation and new paradiqms are emerging. We at the county 
of San Diego through the leadership of the Board of supervisors 
have chosen to set our view to the future by recognizing that 
there is increased international integration and shifting 
commercial advantages. These trends demand that we look at the 
opportunities and challenges that our borders represent. 
A good measure of international integration is the 
growth of global trade. In 1962 world trade was only one-fifth 
of the global GNP, by 1972 the figure had increased to one-
fourth and by 1982 the figure was more -than one-third. For the 
United states, exports and imports now represent one-fifth of our 
GNP, double what it was ten years ago. In addition, about 70% of 
all u.s. goods compete directly with foreign goods. At the 
micro-level, San Diego statistics show that we have not been 
unaffected by the tremendous growth in international trade. Ten 
years ago only 240 firms were involved in International trade, 
mostly in importing. currently 1500 firms are involved in both 
impart and export activity, this represents a wotkforce of nearly 
25,000 employees. In monetary terms, ten years ago we exported 
about $5-6 hundred million, the current figure is closer to $2.5 
Billion in products exported. The figures speak eloquently to 
the dramatic changes that have moved us toward a global economy 
and its attendant interdependencies and responsibilities. 
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Given this context, the level of integration with our 
!mediate neighbor to the south begs evaluation. Mexico and the 
u. s. share a common 3,000 mile border. On the one hand our 
histories, demographics, geography and culture are inextricably 
interwoven and on the other the juxtaposition of the world's #1 
Industrial and developed nation and a newly industrializing and 
underdeveloped country present a paradox of major proportions not 
seen anywhere else in the'world. 
Mexico is the #3 market for u.s. goods (Canada is #1) and is 
the #5 supplier of goods to the American market. Mexico is 
California's #6 ranked trading partner, up from ·#7 last year. To 
understand more intimately the economic integration of these two 
countries we can look to the devaluation of the peso in 1982 and 
its subsequent affect on the border communities of both 
countries, like San Ysidro, Calexico and Tijuana. In Calexico 
the Mexican crisis provoked the closure of 34 small businesses 
(statistics from Representative Hunter) and increased the 
unemployment rate substantially. In San Ysidro, the 30% of 
Mexican consummers crossing the border to shop dropped to 12.5% 
and two large chains, Alpha Beta and Skaggs Drug Center and 15 
small businesses closed their doors in 1983 (the u.s. was also 
experiencing a .mild recession at this time so it . is not entirely 
clear that the drop in business activity along the border was due 
solely to the devaluation the peso). Nevertheless, apart from 
the chain store closures in San Ysidro, it was the small business 
that depended on the Mexican consummer for the large part that 
experienced the greatest shock. Hypothetically, one can argue 
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then that the level of affect on the u.s. from the Mexican 
devaluation was directly related to the level of the businessess 
integration into the national economy an~ its proximity to the 
border. In other words, it was the most vital sector of our 
economy, the one which is creating and retaining the most jobs, 
the small business, that suffered the most from the devaluation. 
The large chains, with greater resources were more easily able to 
absorb the blow. Peter Drucker, the noted economist, captured 
the essence of what occured when he said, "small business really 
needs our help; big business can usually take care of itself". 
On the other hand, for American, Japanese and other foreign 
countries, the devaluation meant an opportunity and they took it 
by rushing to take advantage of the relatively abundant and cheap 
labor in border communities for the developing Maquiladoras •. For 
Mexican border communities the infusion of external capital 
softened the. blow suffered catastrophically throughout the 
interior of Mexico. The Maquiladora industry now represents the 
.2nd most important industry in Mexico next to Petroleum. 
The Maquiladora Industry and its affect on Mexico most 
accurately portrays the second assumption that underlies our 
future border planning; a recognition of shifting commercial 
advantages. One of the most significant characteristics of the 
changing global economy is the rise of the developing country, 
especially those located in the Orient. Since the 1950's, the 
less developed countries GNP has grown more than fivefold while 
our share of the global GNP has declined. The ranks of the top 
twenty exporting natiqns now include such less developed 
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countries as Me)(lco (which is in the 2nd level of developing · 
countries) our immediate neighbor to the south and south Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and China, our neighbors across the 
Pacific. 
A little known secret is that countries in the 2nd level 
which includes Mexico are now displacing manufacturers from the 
first group in such areas as textiles, metal castings and 
fabrication. The result of this is that some commercial 
advantage is returning to the western hemisphere fro- the far 
east and we should be in a position to nurture it in a 
partnership with Mexico. Herein lies our first recommendation to 
the committee , it would be wise for us to foster technology 
transfer to Mexico. There are economic as well as political 
reasons for nurturing the shifting of the efforts to establi~h 
low cost manufacturing operations from East Asia to Mexico; the 
immediate potential of the Mexican market is much larger than for 
most East Asian economies and as Joseph Grunwald, President of 
the Institute of the Americas has said and we agree, "an 
economically strong neighbor to the south promotes political 
stability" . 
Our response has been to approve a Department of Transborder 
Affair,s to focus our efforts and develop more consistent and 
comprehensive programs and positions around border issues both to 
the south and west. The Department will have three divisions; 
Health and Environment, Public Services and Trade and Economic 
Development, this configuration affords us a wholistic approach 
to program planning and implementation. Programs initiated to 
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date include a Binational Emerqency Medical System, a Binational 
Juvenile diversion project, a Binational Druq Abuse Symposium and 
participation in the International Boundary and Water Commission 
and County Supervisors Association of California Immigration and 
Control Project. Projects anticipated for the future include: 
development of the Otay Mesa (county land contiguous with 
Mexico), and a South Bay Economic Development Corporation, to 
focus and develop the international economic development 
potential of the South Bay cities. Two anticipated strategies 
for accomplishinq our goal include person to person technology 
transfer and aqency to aqency technology transfer. our 
involvement with Mexican officials in the Health and Environment 
and public service arenas have built up a level of tru~t and· 
confidence that we are convinced can be used as a staging gr~und 
for larger and more complex partnerships. 
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our second recommendation to the Sel@ct Committee on Border 
Issues, Drug Trafficking and Contraband supports the 
recommendations made by the California State Task Force on 
California-Mexico Relations created by AB 3687 and which 
consisted of fifteen members --seven appointed by the Governor, 
three by the President Pro Tem of the senate, three appointed by 
the Speaker of the Assembly, the Director of the Office of 
--==::;;;~~;;;~=~~:::-:-----ca iforn1a-Mexico Affairs and the Chairperson of the Assembly 
Committee on International Trade and Intergovernmental relations; 
Cll California should reorganize its Office of California-Mexico 
Affairs. (2) California should establish a formal advisory 
committee on California-Mexico relations, (3) California should 
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establ~sh an of~tQe in Kexico Cit y . C4 l Tbe Commission of the 
cal i f ornias should be reorganized and streaml ined. and C5l 
california should implement innovative programs and policies that 
would permit its officials to interact more regularly and closely 
with representatives of the government of Mexico. its component 
states and private sector <Tbe Governor of California and the 
Governor of Ba1a California as well as the leaders of the 
Legislatures should haye an on-going dialogue about common 
concerns and interests). 
As a third and last recommendation we propose that the state 
look to involving those of us at the local level, that deal with 
transborder issues on a daily basis. in developing new concepts, 
programs and structures for binational relationships. 
Government and Corporate managers increasingly operate in a 
world that is characterized by shifting ad~antages within a 
integrated global system. To ignore these significant changes is 
to invite disaster. 
